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The situation may be called
stable at the border in

Arunachal Pradesh after the
recent clash between Indian
and Chinese troops there, but
China has scaled up its military
presence by positioning front-
line fighter jets close to the Line
of Actual Control (LAC) on its
side opposite Tawang. Taking
note of this clear aggressive
intent by China, the Indian
security establishment is taking
measures and maintaining full
alert. 

The Indian Air Force (IAF)
last week conducted a major
exercise in the eastern part,
including Arunachal to hone its
operational readiness. More
than 40 aircraft took part in the
intense drill, though Defence
officials said it was scheduled
much in advance and was not
linked to the Tawang clash.

Satellite pictures as recent
as December 14 show China
has brought forward its fight-
er jets and advanced drones to
nearly all the air bases in the
Tibetan plateau opposite
Arunachal Pradesh.

An image from China’s
Bangda Airbase, which lies
just 150 km northeast of
Arunachal Pradesh, shows the
presence of a state-of-the-art
WZ-7 ‘Soaring Dragon’ drone.

Officially unveiled for the
first time in 2021, the ‘Soaring
Dragon’, which can fly non-stop
for up to 10 hours, is designed
for Intelligence, surveillance
and reconnaissance missions. It
could transmit data to enable
cruise missiles to strike targets
on the ground.

High resolution pho-
tographs also show Flanker-
type fighter jets deployed there.
These are made-in-China vari-
ants of the Russian-designed
Su-30MKI fighter operated by
the IAF. The latest Chinese
deployment has significantly
improved its air combat capa-
bilities in the region, sources
said here on Monday.

The images of Bangda
coincide with major IAF exer-
cises over Arunachal last week
and indicate an effort by the
Chinese to monitor the
wargames, assess IAF tactics,
and detect Indian radar and
electronic emissions, valuable
data that can be used to counter
the IAF in the event of an actu-
al conflict. In fact, China
ramped up its infrastructure
development and upgraded its
air assets  in the region after
stand-offs erupted between the
two armies in Eastern Ladakh.

Besides improving its air field
and heli-bases close to the
LAC in Arunachal Pradesh,
China has also massively
improved its rail and road con-
nectivity in the region, sources
said. The images show the
rapid development of three
key air bases — Bangda (150
kms from the Arunachal
boundary), Lhasa (260 kms
from the boundary), and
Shigatse (150 kms from the
Sikkim border). At Lhasa, there
is clear evidence of ongoing
expansion activity, including
the construction of a second
runway.

India operates major air
bases in the plains of Assam
and Bengal including Tezpur,
Missamari, Jorhat, Hashimara
and Bagdogra. It has also
deployed its recently-inducted
Rafale fighter jets along with
SU-30MKIs to counter any
threat from China. 

Moreover, the Border
Roads Organisation (BRO) has
constructed 664.099 kms of
roads in Arunachal in the last
five years to provide logistical
backup to the frontline troops
guarding the LAC there. BRO
has also built 760.331 kms of
roads in the Ladakh region.
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Apreliminary CBI probe into
the visa fraud by two for-

mer employees at the French
Embassy here has revealed that
files related to the Schengen
Visas of 64 people having a high
risk of migration have “disap-
peared” from the French
Mission.

Former Embassy officials
Shubham Shokeen and Aarti
Mandal allegedly collected �32
lakh, by charging �50,000 per
visa by clearing files of ques-
tionable candidates, officials
said.

Shokeen and Mandal
allegedly handled 484 visa files
between January 1 and May 6,
of which 64 files pertained to

individuals having a “high risk”
of migration, like young farm-
ers or unemployed persons
from Punjab who had never
travelled before and lacked the
profile to hold a Schengen Visa.

The agency suspects that
Mandal and Shokeen allegedly
destroyed the documents and
files from the visa department
in their bid to erase traces of this
illicit activity, they said.

On Friday, the CBI con-
ducted searches in Delhi,
Patiala, Gurdaspur and Jammu
and recovered documents and
electronic evidence like lap-
tops, mobile phones and suspi-
cious passports.

The agency has alleged that
Shokeen and Mandal, both for-
mer workers at the Visa
Department of the Embassy of
France in New Delhi, commit-
ted visa fraud  from January to
May this year.

The CBI has alleged that
three other accused booked in
the FIR — Navjot Singh from
Jammu and Kashmir and
Chetan Sharma and Satwinder
Singh Purewal, both from

Punjab had allegedly submitted
fake and forged letters pur-
portedly written by Maersk
Fleet Management and
Technology India Private
Limited, Bengaluru to the
Consulate-General of France,
Bengaluru, for issuing entry
visas for their joining at Emma
Maersk, Edith Maersk, and
Munkebo Maersk, respectively
at Port-Le-Havre, France.

“It was further alleged that
in pursuance to the said crim-
inal conspiracy, applicants from
Punjab and Jammu submitted
fake and forged letters pur-
portedly written by a private
company based at Bengaluru to
the Consulate General of
France, Bengaluru, for issuing
entry visas for their joining
private companies in Port-Le-
Havre, France,” the CBI had said
in a statement.

Shokeen and Mandal facil-
itated visas for �50,000 each
without the knowledge and
approval of the visa department
Head at the Embassy and dis-
placed the records, the CBI has
alleged in the FIR.
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Twitter users voted on
Monday for Elon Musk to

quit as head of the social media
giant in a poll the technology
tycoon ran on his future and
promised to abide by its results.
A total of 57.5 per cent voted
“yes” after the 51-year-old bil-
lionaire asked his 122 million
followers whether he should
stand down. 

Over 17 million votes were

cast in the poll that began on
Sunday evening and ended
early Monday morning with
most respondents voting in
the affirmative, CNN reported.

Musk did not immediate-
ly react to the outcome of the
vote.

He had tweeted on Sunday:
“Should I step down as head of

Twitter? I will abide by the
results of this poll”.

“As the saying goes, be
careful what you wish, as you
might get it,” Musk added in a
later tweet.

In the past, Musk has
obeyed Twitter polls. He’s fond
of quoting the phrase “vox
populi, vox dei”, a Latin phrase

that roughly means “the voice
of the people is the voice of
God”. Since buying Twitter for
$44 billion and taking over as
the CEO in late October, Musk,
who also runs Tesla and
SpaceX, has journeyed from
one controversy to the next.

Musk also announced on
Twitter that major policy
changes would be voted on
moving forward. The poll
comes as Twitter says it will
shut down accounts solely
designed to promote other
social media platforms.

The measure would also
affect accounts that link off to
or contain usernames from
platforms such as Facebook,
Instagram, Mastodon, Truth
Social, Tribel, Nostr and Post,
the company said in a tweet.

Continued on Page 2
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Soon you may not have to
scratch your head to deci-

pher the terrible handwritten
prescription given by your
doctor. Coming to your rescue
is tech-giant Google which is
developing an Artificial
Intelligence (AI) model that
can decipher difficult-to-read
handwriting, with a focus on

notes and prescriptions written
by medical practitioners. The
feature will be rolled out on the
Google Lens app, yet another
AI tool used to detect objects
and translate languages.

The search giant
announced this during its
annual conference here on
Monday that it was working
with pharmacists to create a
tool in Google Lens that can

decode messily written medical
notes. Google showcased the
feature during the event,
demonstrating its capability
to specifically detect medi-
cines in a handwritten pre-
scription. There’s no detail yet
on when the new text deci-
phering feature is expected to
launch, only that “much work
still remains to be done before
this system is ready for the real
world.””This will act as an
assistive technology for digi-
tising handwritten medical
documents by augmenting the
humans in the loop such as
pharmacists,” the company
said in a statement.

Continued on Page 2
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External Affairs Minister S
Jaishankar on Monday

slammed former Congress
president Rahul Gandhi  for
using the term “pitai” (beating)
while referring to the India-
China clash in Tawang, and
asserted that Indian soldiers
have stood their ground in
Yangtse in Arunachal Pradesh
and should be “appreciated
and honoured.”

“The word ‘pitai’ should
not be used for our jawans.
When our jawans are standing
in Yangtse at 13,000 feet,
defending our borders, they do
not deserve the word ‘pitai’.
They should be respected, they
should be honoured, and they
should be appreciated. This is
not something that is appro-
priate,” he said. “There is no
problem with political criticism
of the Government’s actions”,
Jaishankar said, but there
should not be any  “direct or
indirect” criticism of the sol-
diers guarding the country’s
frontiers.

The Minister made these
remarks  during the debate on

the Anti Maritime Piracy Bill in
the Lok Sabha. He was clearly
responding to Gandhi’s allega-
tions in Jaipur last week that
China had taken away 2,000
square kilometres of Indian ter-
ritory, killed 20 Indian soldiers,
and was “beating our jawans in
Arunachal Pradesh.” 

Taking a dig at Rahul,
Jaishankar said he has heard
that he needed to deepen his
understanding of global devel-
opments. “I have heard that my
own understanding needs to be
deepened. When I see who is
giving the advice I can only
bow and respect,” the External
Affairs Minister said.

Rahul had also hit out at
Jaishankar, saying he keeps
making remarks but needs to
“deepen his understanding.” 

Continued on Page 2
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The season’s first dense fog
engulfed the national

Capital and nearby States of
Uttar Pradesh (UP) and
Haryana  on Monday morning
as the cold wave hit parts of
north India. According to
reports, at least eight people
were killed and over 20 were
injured in UP while more than
a dozen vehicles were damaged
and several Delhi-bound trains
were delayed due to dense fog.

The fog brought the nation-
al Capital’s air quality to the
“very poor” category as the
city’s minimum temperature
settled at 6 degrees Celsius, two
notches below the season’s aver-
age. Dense to very dense fog is
predicted over the plains in

northwest India during the
next five days. The IMD also
issued an advisory, saying dif-
ficult driving conditions on
highways, some collisions and
tripping of power lines are also
possible.

According to the India

Meteorological Department
(IMD) satellite images showed
a thick layer of fog extending
from Punjab to east Uttar
Pradesh across Haryana and
Delhi. The IMD said the Indo-
Gangetic plains are likely to see
“dense to very dense” fog over

the next five days due to mois-
ture and light winds, which may
result in cancellation and diver-
sion of trains and flights.  The
visibility dropped to 150-200
metres at the Palam Airport
between 3.30 AM and 6 AM.

Continued on Page 2
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Hindutva ideologue VK
Savarkar’s portrait was

unveiled inside the Assembly
chamber at the ‘Suvarna
Vidhana Soudha’ here, drawing
criticism from the Opposition
Congress, which alleged that it
was a unilateral decision, keep-
ing them in the dark. 

The portraits of Swami
Vivekananda, Subhas Chandra
Bose, BR Ambedkar,
Basaveshwara, Mahatma
Gandhi, Sardar Vallabhbhai
Patel, and Savarkar were
unveiled by Assembly Speaker
Vishweshwar Hegde Kageri
and Chief Minister Basavaraj
Bommai, inside the Assembly
chamber, just before the com-
mencement of the 10-day
Winter Session of the State
Legislature in this border dis-
trict.

Earlier, Congress led by
Leader of Opposition in the
Assembly Siddaramaiah and
party’s State president DK
Shivakumar staged a demon-
stration outside the Assembly.

Continued on Page 2
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The Congress-led Oppo-
sition on Monday contin-

ued with its protest in the
Rajya Sabha demanding a dis-
cussion on the Chinese incur-
sion bid in Arunachal Pradesh

and staged a walk out after
Chairman Jagdeep Dhankhar
once again turned down
demand for a debate on the
issue in the morning hours.

In the post-lunch session,
the Congress members  and the
Treasury Benches engaged in a
verbal spat after former Finance
Minister P Chidambaram
sought to know if the border
situation figured during the
brief exchange Prime Minister
Narendra Modi had with
Chinese President Xi Jinping in
Bali. 

This happened when the
Upper House reconvened to
consider the Appropriation
(No.5) Bill, 2022, and the
Appropriation (No.4) Bill,
2022, when it had to be
adjourned for 15 minutes as
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman was not present.

In his observation Dhankar
said disruptions of the pro-
ceedings for the last few days
were not sending a good signal.
adding he had asked certain
MPs to meet him in his cham-
ber.    Continued on Page 2
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From Page 1
Jaishankar also disap-

proved of the Congress’ criti-
cism of the Government’s cel-
ebrations over India’s G-20
Presidency. "This is a moment
when the world is looking for
Indian leadership. When the
world values India’s leader-
ship. Just because something is
rotational does not mean you
are not valued," he said.

Participating in the debate,
Congress leader Adhir Ranjan
Chowdhury said that India’s
Presidency of the G-20 was
being "propagated in a manner
to glamourise an individual
and a Government." 

"I don’t know the signifi-
cance of this kind of propa-
ganda because .. As a system of
rotation we have been entrust-
ed to host G-20," Chowdhury
said.  

Jaishankar also appeared
to be surprised by Chowdhury’s
remarks that the government
was indifferent towards China.

"If we were indifferent to China
then who sent the Indian Army
to defend our posts? If we were
indifferent to China then why
are we pressurising China for
de-escalation and disengage-
ment? Why are we saying pub-
licly that our relations are not
normal," Jaishankar said. 

Earlier during  the day, at
India Today Conclave,
Jaishankar rejected Rahul
Gandhi’s criticism of the
Government’s handling of the
border row. 

He said the deployment of
the Army was made on the
orders of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and the Army
did not go to the frontier
region because Gandhi asked
them for it.  "Today we have a
deployment of the Indian
Army on the China border that
we have never had. It is done
in order to counter Chinese
deployment which has been
scaled up massively since 2020,"
Jaishankar said.
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From Page 1
The Chairman made these

observations when Congress
MPs including Leader of
Opposition M Malliarjun
Kharge insisted suspension of
business of the day to take up
the issue of the Chinese incur-
sion in Tawang on December
9.

Rejecting the demand,
Dhankhar said notices seeking
a discussion on the issue were
not drafted in accordance with
the rules. "I painfully report to
you that loss of more than 100
minutes of disruption on
December 13, 15 and 16 has
sent not a good signal,"
Dhankhar said.

When Kharge claimed
China has encroached on
Indian land and is building
bridges and this issue was of
national importance and hence
should be discussed, Leader of
the House and Union Minister
Piyush Goyal countered him
saying Deputy Chairman
Harivansh had last week indi-
cated past instances when sen-
sitive issues were not discussed.

Later during the day when
Chidambaram referred to a
video of Modi’s brief chat with
Jinping in Bali during the G20
summit last month, the trea-
sury benches raised a protest,
alleging he was deviating from
the discussion on supplemen-

tary grants. Dhankhar asked
Chidambaram to place the
video on the table of the House
later in the day.

BJP’s G V L Narasimha
Rao objected to
Chidambaram’s demand
through a point of order under
Rule 110 which stipulates that
discussion on a motion that a
bill be passed shall be confined
to submission of arguments
either in support of the bill or
for its rejection and a member
shall not refer to the details of
the bill further than necessary
for the purpose of arguments,
which shall be of general char-
acter.

Chidambaram, however,
asserted that he was within his
rights as the Supplementary
Demands for Grants included
Rs 500 crore for defence capi-
tal expenditure for strategic and
border roads in the northeast.

"These are strategic and
border roads in the north-
east... We know who is the
threat in the country’s north-
eastern, northern and eastern
parts. Has China conceded
anything on Hot Springs? Have
the Chinese agreed to discuss
the friction points in the
Doklam junction and the
Depsang plains?" he asked. He
also sought clarity on the buffer
zones along the India-China
border. 
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From Page 1
They protested while hold-

ing pictures of several nation-
al and state icons like
Kuvempu, Narayana Guru,
Shishunala Sharif, Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru, Babu
Jagjivan Ram among others.

Stating that it is his party’s
demand that portraits of
national leaders and social
reformers should be installed in

the Assembly and they are not
protesting against any one por-
trait, Siddaramaiah said, with-
out any discussions or consul-
tation unilaterally decisions
have been taken to install cer-
tain portraits inside the 
House.

"If any portrait has to be
put inside the Assembly, the
House has to be taken into con-
fidence as they become the
property of the Assembly,
though the Speaker is the cus-
todian. It has not been done, it
was not even discussed in the
Business Advisory Committee,"
he said. Noting that he neither
had invitation nor any infor-
mation regarding the unveiling

of the portraits including that
of Savarkar, and only got to
know about it through the
media, Siddaramaiah said, "We
are not opposed to installing
any portraits, but Assembly had
to be taken into confidence."

Suggesting that portraits of
Nehru, Patel, Jagjivan Ram,
and social reformers have to be
installed and it is their demand,
he said, "they (BJP govern-
ment) are now doing it because
we (Congress) will raise sever-
al issues like corruption, voter
ID card scam, farmers issues,
law and order, also several
scams. In order to divert the
attention of the people they are
doing this unilaterally. We

oppose this."
Reacting to the Congress’

protest, Chief Minister
Bommai said, "Whatever hap-
pens inside the Assembly is left
to the Speaker and the
Legislature Department, I’m
yet to meet the Speaker, I will
talk to him." 

Calling ‘BJP’s Hinduism a
drama,’ Karnataka Congress
unit president D K Shivakumar
on Monday asserted that the
Hinduism practised by him
and others in the party was bet-
ter than that practised by the
ruling party.

The KPCC chief, however,
said what Congress propagates
is the Constitution.
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From Page 1
It improved to 350 metres

by 7 am. Satellite images
showed a thick layer of fog
extending from Punjab to east
Uttar Pradesh across Haryana
and Delhi, the IMD said.

The IMD also issued an
advisory, saying difficult driving
conditions on highways, some
collisions and tripping of power
lines are also possible. "Likely
train delays, diversions and
cancellations. Airport opera-
tions are likely to be affected
with flight delays and cancella-
tions," it said. The weather
department said long expo-
sures to fog can cause wheezing,
coughing and shortness of
breath in people having asthma
bronchitis. It could also lead to
eye irritation or infection.  The
IMD suggested that travellers
carry essential items like water
and medicine on long journeys.

According to Noida police,
an unidentified vehicle being dri-
ven on the wrong side allegedly
hit two cars on the Eastern
Peripheral Expressway in Greater
Noida amid dense fog on
Monday morning. While the

cars suffered damages, no indi-
vidual was injured in the crash
which took place around 9 am
near Bhogpur, under the Dadri
police station limits, they said. 

"The two cars - a Maruti
Alto and a Maruti Ciaz - were
on their way towards
Ghaziabad on the expressway
when the unidentified vehicle
being driven on the wrong side
hit them from the opposite
direction and sped away," the
police said in a statement. The
District Magistrate of Noida,
Suhas LY said 9 out of the 13
injured victims had been dis-
charged from the hospital. "Of
the 13 injured persons, nine
have been discharged while
the remaining four are still
undergo

We were here to meet them
and they all are doing fine," he
said. In another road crash on
Monday, an empty school bus
and a car met with an accident
on the Bilaspur road in the
Dankaur police station area.

A northern railway
spokesperson said around 20
trains have been delayed by 15
minute to 2 hours. "Fog affect-

ing train movement today. We
have taken precautionary mea-
sures. Speed restrictions are
put in place in such conditions.
Safety is our priority. Passengers
are informed about schedules
through announcements and
other means," the northern
railway  said. However, an air-
port official said flight opera-
tions were not affected as Low
Visibility Procedures (LVP) was
in place for around four hours
starting at midnight.

In Auraiya, Uttar Pradesh,
three people were killed and
nine others injured when a
Lucknow-bound bus rammed
into a truck on the Lucknow-
Agra Expressway. In Aligarh,
two people were killed and 24
others injured in accidents on
National Highway 91 due to
heavy fog. More than a dozen
vehicles, including a police
patrol car, were damaged in the
subsequent pile-up.

According to the IMD, very
dense fog is when visibility is
between 0 and 50 metres, 51
and 200 is dense, 201 and 500
moderate, and 501 and 1,000
shallow.
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From Page 1
But cross-content posting

from other sites will still be
allowed.

Twitter had already
blocked users from sharing
some links to Mastodon, the
platform many Twitter users
moved to after Musk’s takeover.

But in a series of tweets on
Sunday Twitter said: "We rec-
ognize that many of our users
are active on other social media
platforms. However, we will no
longer allow free promotion of
certain social media platforms
on Twitter.

"Specifically, we will
remove accounts created sole-
ly for the purpose of promot-
ing other social platforms and
content that contains links or
usernames for the following
platforms: Facebook,
Instagram, Mastodon, Truth
Social, Tribel, Nostr and Post."

Examples of possible vio-
lations could include tweets
such as "follow me @username
on Instagram" or "check out my
profile on Facebook - face-
book.Com/username", it said
in a blog setting out the details.

Any attempts to bypass the
restrictions would also be a
breach.

Musk’s announcement was
the latest in a series of decisions
by Twitter to generate blow-
back, after the suspension last
week of more than half a dozen
journalists who report on
Musk.

Musk immediately fired
several top executives, includ-
ing its Indian-American CEO
Parag Agrawal, and laid off
about half of Twitter’s staff
after he took over as head of the
social media platform in
October.

He then gave an ultima-
tum to the remaining staff that
they need to do “extremely
hardcore” work or leave, result-
ing in another thousand or so
employees quitting the com-
pany.

From Page 1
However no decision will be made

solely based on the output provided by
this technology,” the company said in a
statement.

Google Lens is an AI-powered
multipurpose object recognition tool
that can be used to detect objects (such
as products, plants, or animal species)
and translate languages. The Google Len
app can already be used to digitally tran-
scribe handwritten notes, though in our
own tests the feature was dependent on
how legible said handwriting is. Harried
doctors are known for having terrible
handwriting.

The need to develop such an AI
seems to have been on the wish list of
many patients and their family mem-
bers. A large number of doctors write
medicine prescriptions in haste, mak-
ing it nearly impossible for their patients
to understand what they scribbled.
This problem has been around for
decades and many tech firms have
attempted to solve it with little to no suc-
cess.

In fact, concerned at the illegible
handwriting of the doctors, the then
Medical Council of India in 2018 had

insisted on decipherable handwriting
from the medicos, in a bid to reduce the
number of potential medical errors that
occurred due to illegible writing and
spelling mistakes.

According to statistics, in Britain,
medical errors were estimated to cause
deaths of up to 30,000 people per year,
and in the USA up to 1,00,000 per year.

. “How many such errors happen in
India, where English is not the prima-
ry language of doctors, is anybody’s
guess. How many such medical errors
were due to illegible or wrongly spelled
prescriptions is also not known,” wrote
Santosh Chaturvedi , former Dean of
Behavioual Sciences and Department of
Psychiatry, National Institute of Mental
Health and Neurosciences (NIMHANS)
in the National Medical Journal of India.

Manish Gupta, research director,
Google Research India, in his blog called
the humble prescription a “ubiquitous
building block upon which much of
public and private healthcare rests.”

In the blog post, Gupta said that
while these often tend to be handwrit-
ten and are hard to read, the informa-
tion is important for both patients and
their healthcare providers, for early
diagnosis or self-management.

Gupta in the blog post also said that
Google has had the technology to
interpret text from images for decades
now but prescriptions were different.
“Ironically, what makes prescriptions
hard for computers to digitise is the
same thing that makes them hard for
you and me to read — they’re unstruc-
tured, in shorthand, and full of clues for
pharmacists to decipher.”
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Lashing out at the Kejriwal
Government, Delhi BJP on

Monday said that they only
made tall claims instead of tak-
ing any concrete steps to con-
trol air pollution in the nation-
al capital.

“The air quality index in
most areas of Delhi crossed 450
at 9 am, which is an emer-
gency-like situation. The Delhi
Government only made
announcements and did not
take a single concrete step to
control pollution at the ground
level,” alleged Leader of
Opposition in Delhi Assembly
Ramvir Singh Bidhuri.

Bidhuri has also demand-
ed the Lieutenant Governor
Vinai Kumar Saxena should
intervene in the matter and
save Delhi from the respirato-
ry crisis.

“Kejriwal Government
publicized the installation of
smoke guns and cleaning the
roads with machines was also
a big step to control pollution.
The smoke guns installed at
Connaught Place have stopped
working and the sweeping
machines have not proved
effective,” he said.

“The main roads are lying
broken all over Delhi, but far
from being made new, they are
not even being repaired. It is
the result of the dust of the bro-

ken roads that PM 2.5 and PM
10 have the maximum share in
the city’s pollution,” Bidhuri
said.

However, Delhi BJP
Spokesperson Harish Khurana
accused Kejriwal Government

of doing scam in name of pol-
lution control.

Khurana said that the AAP
Government itself believes that
vehicle pollution is the biggest
reason for air pollution in
Delhi during winters. Today 1
crore 34 lakh vehicles are ply-
ing on the roads.

“Kejriwal Government,
talking about setting up 10
smoke towers, has set up one
smoke tower and spent �22
crore 91 lakhs in it. While the
cost of its maintenance is �2
crore 58 lakh 387 only in
March, April and May, but in
spite of that it is not running,”
Khurana claimed.
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The Real Estate Regulatory
Authority (RERA),

Gurugram, has asked Pareena
Laxmi infrastructure Pvt (Ltd)
to pay delayed possession
charges (DPC) to its allottees at
the prescribed interest rate
well within the time specified.

The court’s order will bring
relief to as many as 51 allottees
of Pareena Laxmi affordable
group housing society located
at Sector 99, Gurugram.

The developer failed to
deliver possessions of units
within the time specified in the
builder-buyer agreement

(BBA). It has defaulted its
commitment and is liable to
pay delayed possession charges
to allottee cum bonafide com-
plainants as per the provisions
of the RERA Act 2016.

“The authority hereby
passes this order and issues the
following directions under sec-
tion 37 of the Act to ensure
compliance with obligations
cast upon the promoter. The
respondent promoter is direct-
ed to pay interest at the pre-
scribed rate for every month of
a delay from the due date of
possession till the date of the
offer of possession to the com-
plainant,” said the Act.
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India’s domestic passenger traffic rose 11.06
per cent to 116 lakh in November during the

past year, according to the latest data from avi-
ation regulator DGCA.

In November 2021, the air passenger traf-
fic stood at 105.16 lakh.

The data showed that domestic aircrafts
carried 116.79 lakh passengers in November,
higher than 114.07 lakh recorded in October.

After being severely hit by the coronavirus
pandemic, the country’s civil aviation sector
is on the recovery path and in recent days, daily
domestic air traffic on an average is more than
4 lakh. In November, no-frills carrier IndiGo
carried more than half (55.7 per cent) of the
total domestic traffic at 65.01 lakh passengers,
followed by Vistara at 9.3 per cent. The latter
carried 10.87 lakh passengers.

Air India’s market share in November
touched 9.1 per cent, followed by AirAsia India
(7.6 per cent), Go First and SpiceJet (both at
7.5 per cent).

Air India along with Vistara and AirAsia,
which are now part of the same group, flew a
total of 30.35 lakh passengers in November
with a combined market share of 26 per cent,
as per the data. Budget carrier SpiceJet record-
ed the highest load factor at 92 per cent in
November while IndiGo regained back the top
position in on-time performance with an aver-
age 92% of its flights departing or arriving on
time from four key airports — Delhi, Mumbai,
Bangalore and Hyderabad, according to data.
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In a shocking incident, owner
of an eatery and his female

friend died reportedly due to
suffocation after sleeping with
a coal heater inside their room
while two other women were
found in an unconscious con-
dition in the DLF Phase-3 area
of Gurugram on 
Monday. 

According to the police, the
deceased has been identified as
Sanjeev Joshi (47), the owner of
the ‘Knite Rider’ eatery while
three of his female friends
were based in Uttar Pradesh
and Odisha.
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In a seeming reprise of the
months-long farm agitation

against the three controversial
agricultural laws, as thousands
of farmers gathered for a a
'Kisan Garjana' rally at the
Ramlila Maidan under the
banner of  Bharatiya Kisan
Sangh (BKS) to press for a roll-
back of GST on agricultural
goods and other demands and
warned that the States and the
BJP-led Central Government
will face trouble if their

demands are not met in time. 
After the BKS rally, other

farmers organistions are also
planning to hold a mega farm-
ers rally to press their demand
for legal guarantee to the min-
imum support prices for the
crops.

The BKS leaders said brav-
ing cold conditions, the farm-
ers travelled to Delhi from
several states, including Punjab,
Maharashtra, Telangana,
Andhra Pradesh, Rajasthan,
Madhya Pradesh and West
Bengal, on tractors, motorcy-
cles and private buses and par-
ticipated in the 'Kisan Garjana'
rally in the national capital.

The protesters were
demanding a rollback of GST
on farming activities, an
increase in the income support
provided under the PM-Kisan
scheme, revocation of the per-
mission for commercial pro-

duction of genetically modified
(GM) crops and remunerative
prices for their produce based
on the input cost, they said.
Launched in December 2018,
income support of Rs 6,000 per
year in three equal install-
ments is provided to all land-
holding farmer families under
the PM-Kisan scheme.

The BKS, in a statement,
said "state and central govern-
ments will face trouble if they
do not heed the farmers'
demand in time". National
General Secretary, BKS,
Mohini Mohan said: "The
promises made by the prime
minister regarding the rights of
farmers have proved to be
empty." Mohan also criticized
the Modi government for not
fulfilling their promises to
farmers despite tall claims.

"The government
promised an increase in the

income of farmers, but this
could not happen. Farmers are
not beggars, they have the
right to remunerative prices for
their crops," he said. Mohan

said the world's largest farmers'
organisation "will roar and be
vocal" if the government does
not wake up in time.

Narendra Patidar from

Madhya Pradesh's Indore said
GST on farm machinery and
pesticides should be removed.
"With the rising input cost
and inflation, we don't make
any profit. The government
should pay attention to our
problems. GST shouldn't be
imposed on dairy farming
either.How can someone run a
family on Rs 6,000 or Rs 12,000
in the current situation?" he
said.  The farmers said they will
intensify the protest if the gov-
ernment does not meet their
demands within three months.

"GST on farm machinery,
pesticides and fertilisers should
be removed. They have even
imposed a five percent tax on
dairy farming for no reason.
The Rs 6,000 under Kisan
Samman Nidhi are nothing
but disrespect to farmers. It
should be at least Rs 15,000,"
said Dilip Kumar, another

farmer from Madhya Pradesh.
Pramod from Maharashtra's
Raigad said the government
imposes GST on farmers and
provides subsidies to compa-
nies.

"They even charge GST
on seeds. Something should be
done about it. The pension they
provide is a joke. How can one
sustain their family with just Rs
6,000? (Union Agriculture
Minister) Narendra Tomar said
it will be increased to Rs 12,000,
even that is not enough," he
said. 

"Until and unless we are
provided research details until
we get some proof that it is reli-
able, we are not ready to use
GM seeds at all. Farmers have
been opposing GM crops for a
very long time but the govern-
ment doesn't pay attention to
us," said Ajay Bondre who had
come from Nagpur.

Kanchan Roy who came
from West Bengal's Uttar
Dinajpur said many have quit
farming because they cannot
bear the rising input costs.
"Many people have left farming
and migrated from West
Bengal to Delhi, Rajasthan,
and Madhya Pradesh. Does the
government realise the infla-
tion situation across the coun-
try and they want us to settle
with Rs 6,000 or Rs 12,000," she
said.

Kishor Patel from Gujarat's
Aravalli said some of the
demands have been met. "But
the primary demands have not
been considered despite assur-
ances before the state elec-
tions."  The BKS said it ran a
public awareness programme
in over 60,000 villages in 560
districts across the country for
four months before coming to
Delhi.
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Afresh controversy erupted
on Monday as former

Union Minister Jagdish Tytler
was seen attended a party
meeting at Pradesh headquar-
ters regarding the preparations
for the Bharat Jodo Yatra.  

After the meeting Tytler
said he will join Rahul Gandhi’s
Bharat Jodo Yatra in the nation-
al capital on December 24. This
has sparked the controversy as
the BJP slammed the Congress
over the presence of Tytler in
a party meeting saying it is
indulging in the Bharat Todo
Abhiyan.

In the last few years,
Congress distanced itself from
Tytler as he landed in legal
trouble related to 1984 Sikh
riots cases. Tytler was first
elected to the Lok Sabha in
1980. He also won in 1991 and
2004. But in 2009, he was not
given a ticket by the party.
Tytler had once held key party
posts and was minister in cen-
tral government under the
Congress, with Minister of
State for Overseas Indian

Affairs, being the last post
from which he resigned after
his name was figured in a
report of the Nanavati
Commission which probed
into the anti-Sikh riots.

When asked, Tytler said
that there was no FIR ( in 1984
anti Sikh riots)  against him.
“CBI has also given me clear-
ance. Some are only doing
politics…Yes, I will join the
(Bharat Jodo Yatra), and I will
be with the party until my last
breath,” Tytler told reporters on
Monday. Tytler was also part of
the state election committee for
the MCD polls. He was earlier
in the list of star campaigners
for Punjab Congress during the
assembly polls this year.

AICC general secretary KC
Venugopal has held a meeting
with Delhi Congress leaders at
the Pradesh’s headquarters
which was attended by Tytler,
Ajay Maken, and Shakti Singh
Gohil and other senior leaders
for preparations for Rahul
Gandhi’s yatra entering the
national capital on December
24. The yatra will enter Delhi
on December 24, and after a

break of about eight days, it will
move on to Uttar Pradesh,
Haryana, Punjab and finally,
Jammu and Kashmir.

Tagging a media report on
Tytler's presence in the meet-
ing, BJP's national spokesper-
son Shehzad Poonawalla said
this has revealed the true face
of Congress.

"This is not Bharat Jodo but
Congress ka Nafrat Jodo.
Congress ka Haath hamesha
Sikh Narsanghar ke saath.
From Bada Ped girta hai com-
ment to patronising Jagdish
Tytler. The true face of
Congress (sic)," tweeted
Poonawalla. (This is not a walk

to connect India but Congress'
way to increase hatred.
Congress is with those who are
involved in the 1984 anti-Sikh
riots). With regard to the 'Bada
Ped girta' hai comment,
Poonawalla was referring to
former Prime Minister Rajiv
Gandhi's remark when Indira
Gandhi was assassinated in
1984.

BJP leader Manjinder
Singh Sirsa, lambasted the
Congress saying that Rahul is
doing 'Bharat Todo Yatra' and
for executing such a yatra you
will need criminals like Jagdish
Tytler. Hence he is present for
the Congress meeting,".
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The Delhi Government has
cleared the files of the

major projects of the
Government of India and
other agencies which were
pending for years and months
following the Lieutenant
Governor Vinai Kumar Saxena
invoked the Rule 19(5) of the
under Transaction of Business
of the The Government of
National Capital Territory of
Delhi (Amendment) Act,
(GNCTD)  Rules (ToBR),
1993. 

The L-G has also approved
the proposals after finally
receiving the same.

The Rule 19(5) of the
ToBR, empowers the L-G to
recall files pending inordi-
nately with Ministers/CM, in
public interest and even would
have forced the Government
to send files to Saxena, irre-
spective of whether they
approved it or not. 

According to the sources,
extremely important projects
of the Govt. of India / other

agencies, aimed at transform-
ing the city’s skyline and aug-
menting infrastructure, like
the redevelopment of GPRA
Colony at Srinivaspuri pend-
ing since 2019, GPRA Sarojini
Nagar pending since August
2021 and the Urban Extension
Road (UER-II) by National
Highways Authority of India
(NHAI), pending since
September, 2021, etc, will
finally start getting executed in
the right earnest. 

“It took Saxena, invoking
his powers to recall files in
terms of Rule 19(5) of ToBR,
1993, for the Kejriwal
Government to finally send 11
files of critical infrastructural
importance to the Capital, to
the LG for approval,” they

said. 
“Once the LG Secretariat

invoked the said Rule, files that
had been pending for years
and months without any rea-
son, were duly approved and
signed by the Minister of
Environment and the Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal
within days and sent to the
Saxena for approval,” they
alleged.

Informing about the dura-
tion of pendency of files,
sources said that these files
pertaining to clearances for
translocation or afforestation
of trees had been pending
with the Delhi Government,
for more than three to one
year, the least pendency being
that of six months. 

“Even as the L-G had con-
sistently raised this issue of
undue delay with the CM in
many of their meetings, he had
also written twice to Kejriwal
on August17, 2022 and
September 30, 2022 flagging
the inordinate and unex-
plained delay in granting per-
missions by the Environment
Department, and asked the

CM to ensure speedy dispos-
al,” they said.

“Apart from this, while
clearing the file for construc-
tion in IIT Delhi, which had
been pending approval for
more than an year and half,
the L-G had noted on file that
clearance for such projects of
national importance be expe-
dited,” they claimed.

“Other projects that were
pending for the approval are
construction of CISF
Residential Quarters at Saket,
construction of Road Over
Bridge and Road Under Bridge
at Sultanpuri, Nangloi, Group
Housing Residential Project at
Roshanara Road, road con-
struction on stretch between
Parmanand Chowk to
Kingsway Camp and the
widening of Burari Road,”
sources said.

They said that despite the
several communications, the
lackadaisical approach of the
Kejriwal Government
remained unchanged and it
finally took the L-G Secretariat
to invoke Rule 19(5) of ToBR,
1993, for them to move. 
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The Arvind Kejriwal gov-
ernment on Monday

claimed that the AAP led Delhi
government has developed
roads and drainage systems of
1100 unauthorised colonies in
60 assembly constituencies in
just four year.  Reviewing the
development works in the
unauthorized colonies, Delhi
Deputy Chief Minister Manish
Sisodia said that the Delhi
government has constructed
3767 kms of roads and 5203
kms of drains in unauthorised
colonies of the national capital.

As per the statement
released by the Delhi
Government, “Deputy CM
directed the officials to com-
plete the pending work in the
next three months. These
development works include
the construction of roads,
streets and drains, to install
sewer and water pipelines in
these colonies.”

While reviewing the works

of I&FC and DSIIDC, Sisodia
instructed the officials to com-
plete the developmental work
of the remaining colonies on
priority,  which will  be
reviewed by him every 15
days. So far, the Kejriwal gov-
ernment has constructed 3767
kms of streets and 5203 kms of
drains in these unauthorised
colonies, it said.

Criticizing the opposition,
Sisodia said that the previous
governments considered the
unauthorised colonies as vote
banks only and never paid
attention to development in
these residential areas after

elections. “Unlike other leaders
who visit unauthorised colonies
only during elections, the Delhi
government is determined to
fulfil its guarantees to develop
quality civic infrastructure in
these colonies,” he said.

“The situation in these
unauthorised colonies was mis-
erable. There were no proper
drainage systems in these
colonies which led to stagna-
tion of sewage water and out-
break of diseases. Despite being
in the capital of the country,
these colonies either did not
have roads or had unpaved
roads,” Sisodia said.
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It is not the duty of a consti-
tutional court to regulate and

monitor the movement of every
citizen to see whether one
indulges in public urination,
spitting and littering, the Delhi
High Court said on Monday
while dismissing a plea seeking
to prohibit the practice of
putting up images of deities on
walls to prevent people from
urinating in public places.

The High Court, which
said the concern raised by the
petitioner would be better
addressed by civic bodies, held
the petition was nothing but
sheer abuse of the process of law
and a fit case to be crushed at
the threshold itself.

“The present case is not a
fit case for this court to exercise
its extraordinary jurisdiction

under Article 226 and the
prayers sought for by the peti-
tioner cannot be granted by this
court. “It is certainly not the
duty of a constitutional court to
regulate and monitor the move-
ment of each citizen to see
whether one indulges in public
urination, spitting and littering.
The concern raised by the peti-
tioner would be better
addressed by civic bodies and
not by this court,” a bench of
Chief Justice Satish Chandra
Sharma and Justice
Subramonium Prasad said in its
10-page judgement.

The judgement came while

deciding a PIL seeking to pro-
hibit the practice of putting up
images of deities on walls to
prevent people from urinating,
spitting or littering in public
places. Petitioner advocate
Gorang Gupta said in his plea
the common practice of affix-
ing images of deities on walls to
prevent urination, spitting and
throwing garbage in public
places had created a serious
menace in society as these pic-
tures did not guarantee pre-
vention of such acts. Instead,
people publicly urinate or spit
on the "sacred images", the
petition said.

"This seriously denigrates
and disparages the sanctity of
the sacred images... Fear is
used as an element to stop peo-
ple from urinating or spitting
and littering. These things can-
not be permitted over the ele-

ment of pure devotion borne
out of faith and freedom to
practise and profess one's reli-
gion," it said.

While referring to an ear-
lier order of the high court on
the issue of public urination, the
bench said the previous deci-
sion had in clear terms stated
the solution to the menace of
public urination lay elsewhere
and not before the court. "The
present PIL is nothing but a
sheer abuse of the doctrine of
PIL developed by the judiciary
as a tool to espouse the cause of
the oppressed and margin-
alised sections of the society,”
the bench said. It said the peti-
tioner being aware of the March
2014 order chose to file a fresh
PIL, espousing it as a fresh
cause, and it is certainly a friv-
olous PIL which has resulted in
wasting valuable judicial time.
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The Centre's air quality panel
on Monday decided not to

invoke curbs under Stage III of
the anti-air pollution action
plan despite the situation in the
national capital worsening to
the 'severe' category. A dense
layer of smog hung over Delhi
with the 24-hour average air
quality index (AQI) at 4 pm
recorded at 410.

An AQI between zero and
50 is considered 'good', 51 and
100 'satisfactory', 101 and 200
'moderate', 201 and 300 'poor',
301 and 400 'very poor' and 401
and 500 'severe'.

The sub-committee of the
Commission for Air Quality
Management (CAQM) man-
dated to enforce anti-pollution
measures under the Graded
Response Action Plan (GRAP)
said the sudden spike in air pol-
lution levels was temporary.

"Since the forecast does

not predict any deterioration
and the overall AQI of Delhi is
predicted to further improve
from tonight/ tomorrow, the
GRAP sub-committee has
unanimously decided not to
invoke restrictions under Stage-
III," the panel said in an order.

The decreasing trend is
clearly visible as Delhi's over-
all AQI dipped from 411 at 3
pm to 406 at 6 pm, it said.

The CAQM said preven-
tive actions under stages I and
II would continue.

If the AQI is projected to
reach the severe category,
restrictive actions under Stage
III are to be invoked at least
three days in advance, accord-
ing to GRAP.
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More than 250 dengue cases
have been reported in

the national Capital in
December, taking the infection
tally of the vector-borne disease
past the 4,000 mark so far this
year.

According to the reports
released by Municipal
Corporation of Delhi (MCD),
the In November, 1,420 cases
were logged, while 1,238 cases
were recorded in October.

“The dengue infection tally
stood at 3,857 till December 9,
and 257 more cases have been
recorded since then till
December 16,” he said.

The city has also recorded
251 cases of malaria and 45
cases of chikungunya this year,
according to the report released
by the Municipal Corporation
of Delhi (MCD).

Of the total of 4,114 report-
ed cases, 693 were logged in
September.

In 2017, the city logged
4,711 cases in the January 1-

December 16 period, the report
stated.

In 2021, dengue claimed 23
lives, the report said.

In 2015, the city witnessed
a massive dengue outbreak,
with the number of cases cross-
ing 10,600 in October. It was
Delhi's worst dengue outbreak
since 1996.

According to the MCD
report issued on Monday, the
city recorded 23 dengue cases
in January, 16 in February, 22
in March, 20 in April, 30 in
May, 32 in June, 26 in July, and
75 in August.

Cases of vector-borne dis-
eases such as dengue and
malaria are usually reported
between July and November,
sometimes stretching till mid-
December.

According to the officials of
the MCD's health department,
symptoms of vector-borne dis-
eases include high fever,
headache, rash, muscle, and
joint pain, which are quite
similar to that of COVID-19
which also includes fever or
chills, muscle or body aches,
fatigue and headache among
others.
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Dozens of students of
Jawaharlal Nehru

University on Monday demon-
strated outside the University
Grants Commission office,
demanding an extension for
the terminal MPhil and PhD
batches. Students have claimed
that the terminal batches of
MPhil, PhD have been "unjust-
ly asked" to submit their
research by December 30 with-
out considering the time lost
due to Covid.

The stir was called by the
student union of JNU asserting
that adequate compensation
for the time lost due to the clo-
sure of academic spaces
because of Covid19 should be
provided to students.

Students raised slogans and
held placards mentioning their

demands.
Some of the placards read:

'UGC jawab do (UGC give
answers), 'UGC, don't play
with the future of students of
MPhil and PhD batches.'

Speaking to PTI, JNUSU
counsellor Madhurima high-
lighted that quality research
must be ensured by providing
adequate compensation for the
time lost due to the closure of
academic spaces.

“The 2018 PhD batch lost
more than one and half years
to COVID lockdown and are
unjustly asked to submit before
December 30 2022 without
adequate compensation for the
time lost,” Madhurima said.

“Moreover, the 2020 MPhil
batch started coursework in
February 2021, and is being
asked to submit before com-
pleting 2 years of the pro-
gramme,” she added.
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Aretired police sub-inspec-
tor has been conned of

over Rs 8.50 lakh by a cyber
thug who posed as the
Government's treasury officer
to help him with his pension,
an official said on Monday.

An FIR has been lodged at
the Cyber Crime police station
in Noida's Sector 36 and police
have launched an investigation
into the case, the official said.

“On November 21, I got a
call from an unknown num-
ber. The person on the other
side identified himself as a
treasury off icer from
Saharanpur. He said you have
applied for transferring your
pension to Saharanpur and
shared a lot of details about my
professional documents, con-

vincing me that he indeed is a
government off icer,”
According to complainant
Bijendra Singh Malik, who
retired from the police service
on July 31.

Malik currently resides in
the police lines of Gautam
Buddh Nagar but is a native of
the Saharanpur district.

“This person then told
me that he was preparing the
file of my pension and that in
order to proceed further he
would send me an OTP on my
phone number which I must
share with him. I obliged with
the OTP and some other
details as sought by him over
the phone. A little later, I got
notifications that a sum of Rs
8.62 lakh has been withdrawn
from my account in two
instalments,” the retired police
official said.
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As the Supreme Court is
expected to take up the

contentious issue of same-sex
marriage in the coming days,
the matter echoed in the Rajya
Sabha on Monday with Sushil
Kumar Modi (BJP) opposing it
saying two judges cannot sit
and decide on such a socially
significant subject. He said a
legal sanctity will play havoc
with the social fabric of the
country.

Registering his protest,
the BJP MP also called for a
debate on the issue in
Parliament.  His opposition
came in the backdrop of the
apex court asking the govern-
ment until January 6 to submit
its responses.

The Supreme Court, in a
landmark verdict in 2018,

scrapped a colonial-era ban on
gay sex and decriminalised
homosexuality. LGBT activists
say they are still deprived of
legal sanctity for same-sex
marriages, which is a basic
right enjoyed by heterosexual
couples.

The centre had opposed
same-sex marriages in the
past and had said courts
should stay away from the law-
making process and leave it to
parliament.

The BJP MP, meanwhile,
also claimed certain Left-lib-
eral people as well as activists
are making efforts to get legal
sanctity for same-sex mar-
riage and urged the govern-
ment to strongly oppose any
such attempt.  

Raising the issue during
the Zero Hour, the BJP leader
also urged the judiciary not to
give any order which is against

the cultural ethos of the coun-
try. He highlighted the impor-
tance of the institution of
marriage in the country.

"In India, same-sex mar-
riage is neither recognised
nor accepted in any uncodified
personal law like the Muslim
Personal Law or any codified
statutory laws.Same sex mar-
riage would cause complete
havoc with a delicate balance
of personal laws in the coun-
try," the MP observed.

The BJP leader said two
judges cannot decide on such
an important social issue and
demanded a debate in
Parliament as well as society at
large. He urged the govern-
ment to strongly argue against
same-sex marriage in court.

Issues including setting up
a drone technology institute in
Visakhapatnam and poor con-
nectivity also figured promi-

nently in the Rajya Sabha.
Vijay Sai Reddy(YSRCP)

demanded setting up of a
drone research institute in
Visakhapatnam.  He noted
that drones are very useful,
especially for agriculture,
defence and logistics sectors.

Reddy said about 65 per
cent of people in Andhra
Pradesh are engaged in agri-
culture.

Raghav Chadha(AAP)said
people from Punjab are living
in many countries, but air
connectivity from Punjab to
those countries was not ade-
quate.

Harnath Singh Yadav(
BJP) highlighted that five crore
cases are pending in various
courts and urged the govern-
ment to take steps to ensure
timely justice to people.
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Union Minister Anurag
Thakur on Monday said

"terror incidents in Jammu
and Kashmir decreased by 168
per cent" since the Modi gov-
ernment came to power and
"Left Wing Extremism inci-
dents were down by over 265
per cent" since 2015.

Underscoring the “zero tol-
erance policy towards terror-
ism” of the Modi Government,
Thakur said, "The Government
undertook decisive actions
which yielded definitive
results."

"Surgical strikes in 2016
were in response to the Uri
attack. Balakot Air strikes in
2019 were in response to the
Pulwama bombing, so all these
decisive actions yielded defin-
itive results," Thakur told
reporters here.

Since 2014, violence due to
insurgency has come down by
80 per cent, civilian deaths
decreased by 89 per cent and
6,000 militants have surren-

dered, the minister said.
"Terror incidents in Jammu

and Kashmir have reduced by
168 per cent under the Modi
government and the conviction
rate in terror financing cases is
over 94 per cent," he said.

While the Left Wing
Extremism (Naxal) incidents
have reduced by more than
double to over 265 per cent
from 2015 to June 2022 this
year, he further said.

He said,"An era of peace
has started in the northeastern
region under the leadership of
Prime Minister Modi."

The Armed Forces Special
Powers Act (AFSPA) has been
completely withdrawn from
Tripura and Meghalaya and
from 60 percent of Assam, he

said.
Thakur said multiple peace

treaties, including Bodo Accord
in 2020, Karbi Anglong
Agreement in 2021 and Assam-
Meghalaya Inter-State
Boundary Agreement in 2022
have been signed to ensure
peace in the Northeastern
region.

However, Thakur made no
reference to the actual num-
bers.

India conducted the surgi-
cal strike on September 29,
2016, across the Line of Control
(LoC) as a response to a ter-
rorist attack on an Army base
in the Uri sector of Jammu and
Kashmir.

On February 26, 2019,
Indian Air Force fighter jets
crossed the Line of Control and
destroyed terror launch pads in
Balakot in Pakistan.

The strikes were under-
taken days after 40 Central
Reserve Police Force personnel
were killed in a terror attack in
Pulwama in Jammu and
Kashmir on February 14.
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Days after Pakistan Foreign
Minister Bilawal Bhutto

Zardari’s offensive remarks
against Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in the United
Nations, External Affairs
Minister S Jaishankar said here
on Monday, "Our expectation
levels with the Pakistanis are
never very high."

In his sharp retort in an
interaction with a private tele-
vision channel, Jaishankar also
said the external affairs min-
istry has said "whatever we have
to say" regarding Bhutto's
remark. 

On Thursday last week,
Bhutto had said, "Osama bin
Laden is dead, but the butcher
of Gujarat lives." He was react-
ing to Jaishankar calling
Pakistan the "epicentre of ter-
rorism" and also criticized the

Rashtriya Swayam Sevak (RSS). 
Protests had erupted all

over India on Saturday against
the remarks.  BJP workers took
to the streets and burnt his effi-
gies and the Pakistan flag. The
party workers also staged a
massive protest against
Pakistan near the country’s
embassy in Delhi.

Taking exception to
Zardari’s  personal attack
against Modi, India on Friday
termed the remarks as "new
low even for Pakistan.”

Making this observation,
MEA spokesperson Arindam
Bagchi had said, “The Foreign
Minister of Pakistan has obvi-
ously forgotten this day in
1971, which was a direct result
of the genocide unleashed by
Pakistani rulers against ethnic
Bengalis and Hindus.
Unfortunately, Pakistan does
not seem to have changed
much in the treatment of its
minorities. It certainly lacks
credentials to cast aspersions at
India.
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The CEO of Google and
Alphabet Sundar Pichai on

Monday called on President
Droupadi Murmu and Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and
pledged support to India's G20
presidency to advance an open,
connected internet that works
for all.

After her meeting with
Pichai at Rashtrapati Bhavan
here, President Murmu
described him as a symbol of
Indian talent and wisdom, and
asked him to work for univer-
sal digital literacy in India.

"CEO of Google and
Alphabet Sundar Pichai called
on President Droupadi Murmu
at Rashtrapati Bhavan. The
President described Pichai, a
recipient of Padma Bhushan, as
a symbol of Indian talent and
wisdom and urged him to work
for universal digital literacy in

India," the President's secretariat
tweeted along with the pic-
tures of the meeting.

Pichai, who also met Modi,
later took to Twitter to say:
“Thank you for a great meeting
today PM @narendramodi.
Inspiring to see the rapid pace
of technological change under
your leadership. Look forward
to continuing our strong part-
nership and supporting India's
G20 presidency to advance an
open, connected internet that
works for all.”

Prime Minister Modi's
Digital India vision has helped
to accelerate the progress we're
seeing across India, and I'm
excited for India to share its
experience with the world as it
takes over the G20 presidency
in 2023, he said.

Earlier, while speaking at
Google for India event, Pichai
said, India will be a big export
economy and it needs to create
a balance between safeguarding
citizens and enabling companies
to innovate with its framework.
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Union Agriculture Minister
Narendra Singh Tomar

will be hosting a special 'Millet
only' lunch for members of
Parliament of both Lok Sabha
and Rajya Sabha on Tuesday
afternoon to mark the "Millet
Year" a special initiative of
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi.

PM Narendra Modi will be
participating in this lunch on
the parliament premises on
Tuesday.

Special Chefs have been
brought in from Karnataka to
make ragi specialities like Idli
and ragi Dosa, said sources
close to ANI.

Rotis will be made out of
ragi and Jawar and will be
served to the members of
Parliament to promote Millet
eating Culture, added the
sources. Other food items
include Bajra and Jowar
Khichdi and Bajra Kheer.

On the initiative of PM
Modi, the United Nations has
declared the year 2023 as the
International Year of Millet
(IYOM).

The government of India
notified Millet as a nutritious
-cereal in April 2018 and mil-
let has also been included in the

Poshan Mission campaign.
Under the National Food

Security Mission (NFMS), a
nutritious cereal component for
Millet is being implemented in
212 districts of 14 States.

Asia and Africa are the pri-
mary production and con-
sumption centres of Millet
crops. India, Niger, Sudan and
Nigeria are the primary pro-
ducer of millet.

Jowar and Proso Millets
(Common Millet) are the most
cultivated millets in the 112
and 35 countries respectively.
Sorghum and pearl millet cover
more than 90 per cent area and
production. The remaining
production comes from Ragi
(Finger Millets), Cheena (Proso
Millets), Foxtail Millets
(Kangni) and other non-seg-
regated millets.

India is the major produc-
tion country of Millet in which
Kangni, Kutki or small millet,
Kodon, Gangora or Barnyard,
china and Brown top are
included with Jowar, Bajra,
Ragi and small millets. Most of
the states in India grow one or
more millet crop species.
During the last 5 years, our
country produced more than
13.71 to 18 million tonnes of
millet with the highest pro-
duction in 2020-21.
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Leader of the Congress
Adhir Ranjan Chowdhury

on Monday demanded  in Lok
Sabha a debate on the situation
in Jammu and Kashmir fol-
lowing  the removal of Article
370 saying “innocent citizens
were losing their lives in the
valley and it is not stopping”.

For his part, Shiv Sena
member of the Uddhav faction
raised the Karnataka-
Maharashtra  border dispute,
condemned the ban on  party
MP’s entry to Karnataka’s
Belagavi district and sought the
intervention of Home Minster
Amit Shah.

They took up the matters
when "issues of urgent public
importance" came up for the
discussion in the lower  house.

"At times by the terrorists'
bullet, and at times due to the
mistakes of the forces, innocent

people are losing their lives.
They had said in the House that
after abrogation of Article 370,
we will capture PoK, and Aksai
Chin. But today, Pandits are
being forced out of the valley,
lists are being made by terror-
ists to eliminate Pandits,"
Chowdhury said.

"We want a detailed dis-
cussion in Lok Sabha on the sit-
uation in Jammu and Kashmir,"
the Congress leader said and
mentioned a recent incident
from Jammu's Rajouri town,
where two civilians were shot
dead and a third was injured on
Friday morning near the gate
of an Army facility.

"Innocent people have lost
their lives in Rajouri due to the
Army's mistake, the govern-
ment should at least give a
statement," Chowdhury added.

Raising the issue of
Karnataka-Maharashtra bor-
der dispute, Shiv Sena Uddhav

Thackeray faction member
Arvind Sawant condemned the
"ban" on the entry of party MP
Dhairyasheel Mane into
Karnataka's Belagavi district
and called it an attack on the
Constitution.

The South Mumbai MP
also called for Shah's interven-
tion in the matter and demand-
ed protection to Maharashtra
Ekikaran Samiti's leaders fol-
lowing Karnataka Police's
action against some of them
during a protest in Belagavi.

Sawant described the
Belagavi district administra-
tion's move as an "insult" to the
Home minister, saying it came
close on the heels of Shah
advising Karnataka Chief
Minister Basavaraj Bommai
and his Maharashtra counter-
part Eknath Shinde on resolv-
ing the boundary dispute
between the two states.

"The ban on the entry of

leaders from Maharashtra is an
attack on the Constitution.
The worst is that our Home
Minister is being insulted by
non-compliance with the
advice that he gave to the chief
ministers of Karnataka and
Maharashtra for maintaining
peace," Sawant said.

Mane was recently
appointed as the chief of an
expert committee formed by

the Maharashtra government
regarding a writ petition in the
Supreme Court on the border
dispute with Karnataka.

He had requested the
Belagavi administration to make
arrangements for his visit to the
city. However, the district
authorities banned his entry,
saying a "possible inflammato-
ry speech" by him might create
law and order problems.
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Taking note of the delay in
the appointment of a new

police chief in Jharkhand, the
Supreme Court has directed the
State Government to respond
to the Union Public Service
Commission (UPSC) to cure
the defects in the proposal for
recommending the names of
officers for the post of the DGP.

The incumbent Jharkhand
Director General of Police
(DGP), Neeraj Sinha, a 1987
batch IPS officer, is scheduled
to retire on February 11, 2023.

"Naresh Kaushik, counsel
appearing on behalf of the
UPSC, states that on November
30, 2022, UPSC has issued a
communication to the State of
Jharkhand advertising to cer-

tain defects which were found
in the proposal for recom-
mending officers for the post of
DGP," a bench comprising
Chief Justice D Y Chandrachud
and Justice P S Narasimha said
on Friday.

"We direct the State of
Jharkhand to attend to the req-
uisitions which have been fur-
nished by UPSC and to posi-
tively submit its reply on or
before December 23. UPSC
shall thereafter take conse-
quential action no later than
January 9, 2023," the bench

noted in its order and listed the
contempt plea against the state
government and others for
January 16 next year for hearing.

The apex court is seized of
a contempt petition against
the Jharkhand government and
its present DGP Neeraj Sinha
alleging that he has been occu-
pying the post even after super-
annuation on January 31, 2022.

Earlier, the apex court,
while hearing a separate peti-
tion, had directed the UPSC
and the Bihar government to
expeditiously decide the name
of the successor to the incum-
bent DGP S K Singhal who is
demitting office on December
19.   R S Bhatti, an IPS officer
of the 1990 batch, was appoint-
ed the Bihar police chief on
Sunday.
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The Law Ministry on
Monday introduced a Bill in

Lok Sabha, which seeks to
repeal over 60 obsolete laws,
including one enacted 137 years
ago. The Repealing and
Amending Bill, 2022 also aims
to correct a "patent error" in
another law by replacing certain
words.

Piloted by Law Minister
Kiren Rijiju, the bill is one of the
periodical measures by which
enactments which have ceased to
be in force, or have become obso-
lete or the retention as separate
Act is unnecessary, are repealed. 

Such bills also correct
defects which are detected in
laws. The bill proposes to repeal
the Land Acquisition (Mines)
Act, 1885. It also seeks to repeal
the Telegraph Wires (Unlawful
Possession) Act, 1950. Under

the law, "Whoever is found or is
proved to have been in posses-
sion of any quantity of telegraph
wires shall unless he proves that
the telegraph wires came into
his possession lawfully, be pun-
ishable, for the first offence, with
imprisonment for a term which
may extend to five years, or with
fine " 

The bill also seeks to repeal
certain Appropriation Acts
passed by Parliament in the
recent past. Once the principal
Act is amended, the amend-
ment laws lose relevance. Their
presence in the statute books as
independent laws becomes
unnecessary and they only clog
the system. According to the
third schedule of the bill, in sec-
tion 31A, in sub-section (3), for
the words "that Central
Government", the words "that
Government" will be substitut-
ed in The Factoring Regulation
Act, 2011. 
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BSF veteran of the 1971
India-Pakistan war

Bhairon Singh Rathore, whose
bravery at Rajasthan's
Longewala post was portrayed
by actor Suniel Shetty in the
Bollywood movie 'Border',
died in a Jodhpur hospital on
Monday. The war hero was 81.

During the 1971 war,
Rathore was deployed at the
Longewala post in the Thar
desert of Jaisalmer, com-
manding a small BSF unit of
six to seven personnel that was
accompanied by a 120 men
company of the Army's 23
Punjab regiment. It was the
bravery of these men that
decimated an assaulting
Pakistani brigade and tank
regiment at this location on
December 5, 1971.

He received the Sena
Medal in 1972 for his gallant
action. Posted with the 14th
BSF battalion during the war,
Rathore retired from service as
a Naik in 1987.

BSF records about the
Longewala battle state, "When
one of the 23 Punjab boys was
killed, Lance Naik Bhairon
Singh took his light machine
gun and inflicted heavy casu-
alties on the advancing
enemy."

"It was only their courage
and determination to do or die
that won the day and Lance
Naik Bhairon Singh became a
great inspiration to his other
comrades on the post," accord-
ing to the official records.

"The braveheart took his
last breath at AIIMS, Jodhpur,
today. DG BSF and all ranks
condole the passing of Naik
(retd) Bhairon Singh, Sena
Medal,  the hero of the

Longewala battle during the
1971 war. BSF salutes his intre-
pid bravery, courage and ded-
ication towards his duty," the
BSF said in a tweet.

A BSF spokesperson said
Bhairon Singh Rathore's body
has been taken to a training
centre of the force in Jodhpur
where a wreath laying cere-
mony will be held on Tuesday
after which the cremation will
be conducted in his village
with full military honours.

The Rathore family lives in
Solankiatala village, about 100
km from Jodhpur.

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and his ministerial col-
leagues expressed grief over
the war hero’s demise.

In his tweet, Modi said,
"Naik (retd) Bhairon Singh Ji
will be remembered for his
service to our nation. He
showed great courage at a
crucial point in our nation's
history. Saddened by his pass-
ing away. My thoughts are with
his family in this hour of sad-
ness. Om Shanti,".
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Scheduled commercial banks
have written off loans

amounting to over Rs 10.09
lakh crore in the last five finan-
cial years and the process of
recovery of dues from the bor-
rowers continues, Union
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman informed the Lok
Sabha on Monday. Sitharaman
said recovery in NPA (non per-
forming asset) accounts,
including written-off loans,
was an on-going process. 

According to Reserve Bank
of India (RBI) data, public sec-
tor banks have recovered Rs
4,80,111 crore, including Rs
1,03,045 crore from written-off
loans, during the last five finan-
cial years, she said. "As per
inputs received from the RBI,
scheduled commercial banks
have written off an amount of
Rs 10,09,511 crore during the
last five financial years,"
Sitharaman said during
Question Hour. 
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Former Congress president
Rahul Gandhi on Monday

said he was “opening a shop of
love in the market of hate”
through the Bharat Jodo Yatra
and urged BJP leaders ques-
tioning his pan India foot
march to do the same.

Addressing a rally at Alwar
in Rajasthan amidst his ongo-
ing padyatra, Rahul also asked
each minister in the Rajasthan
Cabinet to undertake a yatra
once a month across the desert
state to reach out to the com-
mon people and redress their
grievances. He accused the
BJP leaders of abusing him and
spreading hatred.

He hit out at BJP leaders
for criticising the use of English
in schools, saying that children
of Home Minister Amit Shah,
BJP chief ministers, MPs and
MLAs study in English medi-
um schools while they talk
against the use of English lan-
guage. “The Yatra has been

going on for over 100 days, I
find friends on the road, some
of them standing atop BJP
offices. First I wave but they
don’t respond as they are not
allowed to do so. They want to
respond but it is not allowed,
then some of them wave back
when I do it again.

“And then I do this,” Rahul
Gandhi said and gestures blow-

ing kisses while addressing a
major rally in the presence of
Congress President Mallikarjun
Kharge, Rajasthan Chief
Minister Ashok Gehlot, Sachin
Pilot and other state leaders

“I don’t hate them (BJP
leaders), I fight against their
ideology but I like them, I like
all beings. Some of them (BJP)
gesture and ask me what I am

doing, my answer is: ‘Nafrat ke
bazaar mein mohabbat ki
dukaan khol raha hoon
(Opening a shop of love in the
market of hate),” he said.

Rahul Gandhi said the BJP
leaders can hate him or abuse
him as they wish but he does
not mind it. “Your ‘bazaar is of
nafrat’ (the market is of hatred),
but my shop is of love,” he
stressed.

He said this was not just his
thinking but that of the entire
Congress organisation and
great leaders of the country
such as Mahatma Gandhi,
Jawaharlal Nehru, Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel, BR
Ambedkar, and Abul Kalam
Azad. “All of them had opened
a shop of love in the market of
hatred,” he added.

“This is what we do. So this
is my answer to the people of
the BJP. Come, you also start
opening a shop of love in the
market of hatred. You will have
to do it because our religion,
our country is one of love and
not of hate,” he added.
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In a big blow to the ruling
Trinamool Congress, ahead

of next year’s panchayat elec-
tions, a Delhi court on
Monday granted the
Enforcement Directorate per-
mission to take senior
Trinamool Congress leader
and strongman Anubrata
Mondal to Delhi for interro-
gations.

The order with a produc-
tion warrant was passed by

Delhi’s Rouse Avenue Court
which rejected the defendant’s
plea that the Delhi court had
nojurisdiction over the matter.

The court which had ear-
lier granted a similar order
against SaigalHussein a former
personal security officer of
Mondal who has sincebeen
lodged in Tihar Jail relied on
the earlier order and allowed
theED petition.

The transfer of Mondal --
- considered the uncrowned
king of Birbhumand neigh-
bouring districts of Burdwan

and Murshidabad --- to
Delhicould be a big blow to the
ruling Trinamool Congress
ahead of the nextyear’s pan-
chayat elections.

The Central Bureau of
Investigation had arrested
Mondal on August 11for his
alleged involvement in trans-
border cow smuggling.
Subseqentlythe ED entered the
scene and interrogated him in
Asansol penitentiarywhere he
has currently been lodged.

Later the ED petitioned
the Delhi Court seeking a

transfer of Mondalto a Delhi
prison on grounds that the
accused was not cooperating-
during interrogation. Soon
after the Delhi court’s order
senior Bengal minister Firhad
Hakimsaid that his party had
all the faith in judiciary.

“I had said that Anubrata
Mondal is a tiger who has been
caged for now… I still am of
the same opinion that he is
indeed a tiger and will bere-
leased one day as we have full
faith in judiciary … there is
God inthe heavens and there

is judiciary on earth on whom
we have fullfaith,” Hakim said.

The minister had earlier in
a meeting said that “as the tiger
was inthe cage the foxes have
started howling … but when
he comes out theywill once
again run away in fright.”A
controversial leader known
for his notoriety Mondal has
beencredited with TMC’s rise
in more than one districts
including Birbhumfrom where
he hails.

In fact the Birbhum leader
who is also the TMC’s nation-

al executivemember is known
to have been controlling the
party affairs from insidethe
Asansol jail, sources say.

“He has been operating like
a don from inside the jail in con-
trollingthe affairs of the party …
opposition workers were still
beingthreatened and the police
were still being manipulated …
But now afterhe is taken to
Delhi all the goons of TMC in
Birbhum will becomefatherless
before the panchayat elections,”
BJP State president Sukanta
Majumdar said.
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Thousands of wait-listed can-
didates who had failed to get

school teachers’ jobs — that had
allegedly been sold out to the
inefficient people — despite
obtaining high marks in the
recruitment tests on Monday
took out a grand rally on the
streets of Kolkata from Sealdah

to Esplanade blocking thor-
ough fares for hours on end.

The ruling Trinamool
Congress has already been
under huge pressure in the
wake of school level recruit-
ment scam that according to
the CBI has seen about 21,000
jobs of teachers and other
cadres getting sold for cash to
accommodate the thousands of
deprived candidates.
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Stating that the Modi Government  has
brought peace and political stability in

the North-East and people are ready to
invest in the region Union Minister G
Kishan Reddy on Monday said in Lok
Sabha that Prime Minister Narendra Modi
himself has visited the region  50 times
which he said  was neglected by the pre-
vious regimes .

DMK’s T R Baalu alleged that minis-
ters are not giving proper replies on poli-
cies and making political statements while
another opposition member said the
Government was only giving lip sympa-
thy to the North East development.

In response to supplementaries dur-
ing the Question Hour in the Lok Sabha,
the minister for development of north east-
ern region also said “it is not lip sympa-
thy and we are practically doing develop-
ment and now, telling the House about it”.
He said the Prime Minister himself has vis-
ited the region for 50 times and alleged that
previous regimes had neglected the region.

Reddy said in the eight years since the
Modi Government came to power, there
is peace and political stability in the
northeast, and people are ready to make
investments there. Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman also briefly intervened
to say that the initiatives taken up by her
ministry in response to certain remarks by
an Opposition member.

“Obviously, some words can raise a bit
of worry. Certainly no lip service.... I want
to give one example which pertains to the
finance ministry.

“Before the last budget, I held con-
sultations with all the northeast chief min-
isters and finance ministers. Based on their

suggestions...For livelihoods, a special
programme (was launched) from the
2022 budget.... A separate allocation has
been made and (that is) going through the
North Eastern Council,” she said.

To another query, Reddy said with
respect to employment, the migration of
youngsters from the northeast is less
compared to states such as Bihar,
Jharkhand and Uttar Pradesh.

In response to a question seeking
details of the “large-scale” migration of
youngsters from the northeastern states
over the last three years in search of jobs
and the states to which such migration is
high, the minister said the government has
no data in this regard for the said period.

“As per the Census 2011, there are
1,52,05,214 migrants in the North East
Region (NER) states. Of these, 93.8 per
cent (1,42,62,490) are intra-state migrants
and only 6.2 per cent (9,44,050) are inter-
state migrants.

“The all-India figure for inter-state
migration is 11.9 per cent and it is 88.1 per
cent for intra-state migration. The top
three states to which inter-state migration
from the NER states occurs are West
Bengal (39.56 per cent), Delhi (7.66 per
cent) and Maharashtra (7.4 per cent),” he
said.
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The Uttar Pradesh Fire and Emergency Services
Act, 2022 has been enforced by the State

Government as per the instructions of Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath.

This Act will help in strengthening the mea-
sures of fire and emergency services.

Giving this information here on Monday
evening, Principal Secretary (Home) Sanjay
Prasad said the state government had accepted the
implementation of the provisions of the Model
Fire and Emergency Service Bill, 2019 circulat-
ed by the Government of India in Uttar Pradesh,
under the ‘Uttar Pradesh Fire and Emergency
Services Act, 2022’.

It is known that in order to bring uniformi-
ty in the Fire Service Act across India, the Model
Fire Service Bill, 1958 and the amended Model
Fire and Emergency Service Bill, 2019 have been
circulated by the Government of India for adop-
tion by the State Governments.
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AParliamentary panel has
rapped the Centre for fail-

ing to ensure compensation to
the families of 104 persons
who died while cleaning
sewer/septic tanks way in the
past few years ago across the
States. It also expressed its
dismay that despite the inven-
tion of mechanized cleaning
deaths of persons, while clean-
ing of sewer and septic tanks,
continues even today.

“The family of a bread-
earner needs to be instantly
compensated in case of death.
However, there appears to be
non-seriousness on the part of
the Union Ministry of Social

Justice and Empowerment’s
Department of Social Justice
and Empowerment
Department as well as State
Governments.

“The Committee desires
that the Department should
take suitable measures so that
the family of the deceased
does not have to suffer and
they are compensated as per
the norms. The Committee
would also like that pending
104 cases for compensation are
immediately settled,” the panel
said in its report tabled in
Parliament recently.

The panel led by Lok
Sabha MP Rama Devi also said
that it was aghast to know that
some of the States such as

Maharashtra has declined to
pay compensation due to
scarcity of funds.

It also recommended
establishing a system to exam-
ine the cause of death so that
the persons engaging them
are also held responsible and
penalty fixed on them for vio-
lating the laid down norms.

In its reply, the
Department of Social Justice
and Empowerment said, “It
has been regularly pursuing
with the concerned State
Governments the matter of
early payment of compensa-
tion in remaining cases. The
details of such cases have also
been shared with the National
Commission for Safai

Karamcharis to take up each
such pending case with the
concerned State/District
Magistrate/Commissioner of
Municipality for payment of
full amount of compensation
to the dependents.”

In the case of Maharashtra,
the panel said that it has taken
up the matter with the
Principal Secretary, Urban
Development Department,
Maharashtra Government as
well as the Department of
Social Justice and
Empowerment.

Citing reports from various
State Governments and munic-
ipalities, the panel noted that
the FIRs have been lodged in
537 cases out of 973 death cases

against “the persons prima
facie responsible for employing
persons for hazardous cleaning
of sewers and septic tanks and
violating the norms.”

The panel said that inter-
vention for promotion of
mechanized cleaning is to be
done through the ongoing
Scheme ‘Swachta Udyami
Yojana’ implemented by
National Safai Karamcharis
Finance and Development
Corporation. Also, there are
various schemes such as skill
development programmes,
loans at concessional rates,
credit linked upfront Capital
subsidy, implemented by the
Department, In order to stop
manual scavenging.
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Delhi High Court judge Justice
Talwant Singh on Monday

recused himself from hearing the
interim bail plea of expelled BJP
leader Kuldeep Singh Sengar in a
case in which he is serving life
imprisonment for raping a minor
girl in Uttar Pradesh’s Unnao in
2017.

A bench of Justice Siddharth
Mridul and Justice Talwant Singh
directed that the case be listed
before another bench for hearing

on December 22.
“List this application before a

bench in which one of us, namely,
Justice Talwant Singh, is not a
member subject to obtaining direc-
tions of the chief justice,” the court
ordered.  The court was informed
that Sengar was seeking interim
bail for two months to attend his
daughter’s wedding which is to take
place on February 8. The cere-
monies for the wedding will begin
on January 18, the counsel for
Sengar said.

Sengar’s appeal challenging the

trial court’s verdict in the Unnao
rape case is already pending in the
high court.

He has sought quashing of the
December 16, 2019 judgement of
the trial court which convicted him.
Sengar has also sought setting
aside of the December 20, 2019
order sentencing him to imprison-
ment for the remainder of his life.
The trial court had convicted
Sengar under various provisions of
the IPC including section 376 (2)
which deals with the offence of rape
committed by a public servant.
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As a precautionary measure undertaken on the
heels of an ink attack on State Higher and

Technical Education Minister Chandrakant Patil near
Pune, the Maharashtra Legislature secretariat on
Monday banned the legislators, journalists and oth-
ers from carrying “fountain ink pens”  inside the
Vidhan Bhavan premises in Nagpur.

On the first day of the winter session of the State
Legislature, the security personnel checked the leg-
islators and other visitors at the entrance if they were
carrying “fountain ink pens”  to ensure that such writ-
ing tools were not taken inside the Vidhan  Bhavan
premises. Informed official  sources confirmed that
the Legislature secretariat had imposed a ban on the
people carrying “fountain ink pens” inside the
Vidhan Bhavan premises to prevent a possible fresh
“ink attack” on Chandrakant Patil or any other min-
ister during the ongoing winter session of the State
Legislature.

It may be recalled that on December 10, Patil faced
a backlash over his controversial statements on Dr
Balasaheb Ambedkar and Mahatma Phule, as a pro-
tester hurled ink on his face in Pune’s satellite town

of Chinchwad.
A day after the minister stirred up a hornet’s nest

through his remark that late Ambedkar and Phule
“begged” money from people to set up schools, scores
of students owing allegiance to the National Students’
Union of India (NSUI) tried to block the convoy of
his cars and staged a black flag demonstration while
he was on his way to attend a community function.

The ink attack on Patil came little later when he
came out of a party worker’s residence from where
he headed for a community function organised in
memory of Swami Mahasadhu Morya.

Soon after he hurled ink on the minister’s face,
the police detained him. The identity of the person
who indulged in the ink attack on the minister was
not immediately known.

The incident had led to suspension of several
police personnel, while the police had registered an
offence against two persons, including a local jour-
nalist for his news coverage of the episode. The two
persons had been  detained and were released later.

Patil had triggered a controversy for his contro-
versial remark made at a university programme, where
he had said: “Those who set up schools like
Ambedkar, Phule did not depend on government aid.
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Sir — Pakistan Foreign Minister’s
uncivilised outburst seems to be a result
of Pakistan’s increasing inability to use ter-
rorists and their proxies. Pakistan failed to
satisfy its people with a positive approach
and not turn into action abusing India.
This approach failed to get a nod from the
International arena but won many hearts
for the Indian Prime Minister with vocif-
erous support. Moreover, Pakistan Foreign
Minister’s uncivilised outburst seems to be
a result of Pakistan’s increasing inability to
use terrorists and their proxies.

India lashed out at Pakistan for what
it termed as an “uncivilised outburst” by
Pakistani Foreign Minister Bilawal Bhutto
Zardari against Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, stating that cities across the world
“bear the scars” of Pakistan-sponsored ter-
rorism and Bilwal is trying to stitch such
wounds and scars with his hatred com-
ments on India. But the world know
Pakistan paves way for terrorism at all lev-
els and never care for the development of
their country and the people. World know
that the country Pakistan is the epi-centre
of terrorism and trying to hide from the
eyes of the world leaders won't be so easy.

CK Subramaniam | Mumbai
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Sir —  Liquor ban has been in force in
Bihar for six and a half years. Here mak-
ing, selling and drinking alcohol comes
under the category of crime. Warnings are
also written on liquor bottles that it is inju-
rious to health. Despite this, a large num-
ber of people are not desisting from pro-
ducing liquor. At the same time, many peo-
ple bring it from outside and sell it. So far
more than 70 people have died in Saran.
Those who take alcohol from such people
and drink, they do not know what will hap-
pen to the family after their death. There
are about 274 such families in 15 districts,
whose heads lost their lives due to drink-
ing alcohol and their families became

orphans. In many families, the education
of the children has been missed, while some
have also faced the crisis of livelihood.

Poisonous liquor has destroyed the
lives of people and many people are liv-
ing in a financial crisis. The way the Nitish
Kumar government seems adamant about
its policy of prohibition, it is clear that it
is not ready to understand these basic
things. Deaths due to spurious liquor in
Chhapra cannot be brushed aside by say-
ing that the one who drinks liquor will
surely die. This kind of statement is like
sprinkling salt on the wounds of the vic-
tims It would happen that the Bihar govt
should reconsider prohibition.

Sadan Jee | Patna
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Sir — Mankind’s  quest for clean and sus-
tainable energy  reached  yet another mile-
stone  when the U.S National Ignition
Facility in California in a recent experi-
ment  was able to generate more energy
from a nuclear fusion reactor than that was
put into it.  Fusion is clean with zero emis-
sions and does not produce radioactive
products, it can be put to good use.  The

scientists and advocates of nuclear fusion
are looking forward to creating a working
fusion reactor akin to our own sun with
limitless energy that can meet the demand
for energy for millions of years. While this
ambitious plan   will take some extraor-
dinary research, innovations and tremen-
dous hard work for years to materialise in
the future, this successful experiment
can serve as a beginning in this direction.
Encouraging results at the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
(ITER) in France where Indian stakes are
also involved is sure to attract more
investments in fusion research and devel-
opment. Its commercialization would
require bigger advances in laser efficien-
cy, scaling up the gold pellets in size mean-
ingfully. But its commercial usage still
looks to be in the distant   future.
However, stellar advances by N.IF. And the
encouraging work at I.T.E.R will surely
spark more research.

Vijay Singh Adhikari | Nainital
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SOUNDBITE

ney on a well maintained
mettled road,crossing
Bomdilla Pass 2,438 meters
(8,000 feet),peaking at Sela
Pass 4,176 metres (13,700
feet),Jaswant Garh, Jang and
,finally,Tawang. The beautiful
town of Tawang is situated
448 Km North-West of state
capital Itanagar at an eleva-
tion of 3,048 meters (10,000
ft.). It lies to the North of the
Tawang Chu river valley,
roughly 16 km south of the
Line of Actual Control with
China. Once upon a time, the
town served as the district
headquarters of West
Kameng district.  In 1989, the
present day Tawang district to
the North of Sela Pass was
split off as a separate district
and is inhabited by Monpa
people. It is famous for the
world famous Tawang
monastery which was found-
ed by the Merak Lama Lodre
Gyasto way back in 1681 in
accordance with the wishes of
the 5th Dalai Lamba,
Ngawang Lobsang Gyatso. It
has an interesting legend sur-
rounding its name. ‘TA’
means ‘Horse’ and ‘Wang’
means ‘Chosen’. So, the word
‘Tawang’ means ‘Chosen by
Horse’. As popular legend
goes, the Monastery is

believed to have been chosen
by a horse owned by Mera
Lama Lodre Gyatso. The
sixth Dalai Lama, Tsangyang
Gyatso,was born in Tawang.

Considering its cultural
and political significance,
China lays its claim on
Tawang. Tracing the history
of Tawang, it was historical-
ly under the control of Tibet
and the Tawang region is
referred to as ‘Monyul’ inhab-
ited by the ‘Monpa Tribe’ who
migrated from Central and
South Eastern parts of Tibet
many centuries ago. The
source of literature reviews on
Monyul is rich in the Tibetan
historical catalogues and
Tibetan Buddhist texts.
Monyul is known as the land
of the moon, the ‘Lower
Land’ in Tibetan terminolo-
gy. It was also referred to as
Lho Mon in many Tibetan lit-
erature.  Lho means South in
Tibetan and Mon refers to the
inhabitants of the region.
Before emerging as separate
geopolitical entities such as
the kingdom of Sikkim and
Bhutan, Tibet referred to the
entire South landmass as Lho
Mon. The physical geography
of Monyul was outlined by
Bom-La in the North which
delimited Tsona and the

Indian plains of Assam as the
Southern border. It is believed
that it took around 15 days of
horse riding to cover the
length of the region and two
or three days to ride over the
breadth. In the mid- 16th
century, Tibetans measured
the distance of physical geog-
raphy by horse ride because
there was no scientific tech-
nology to survey the geo-
graphical location of the
region’s size and shape.
Monyul was very rich in nat-
ural resources such as miner-
als, forests and water. There
are five major rivers – Ni
Shang Chu, Pang Ma Chu,
Tawang Chu, Pang Nang Chu
and Rong Nang Chu which
still serve as a line for millions
of people in the Assam plains.
It was rich in flora and fauna
and its inhabitants settled
along with river banks for
cultivation and other means
of livelihood.

(The writer is a senior
journalist and Chairman,

Panwar Group of
Institutions, Solan,

Himachal Pradesh. The
views expressed are 

personal. This is the first
part of two part series on
Indo Chinese tussle; to be 

continued)
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The incident of
December 9 clash
between Indian and
Chinese troops in the

disputed section of the Line of
Control ( LAC) at Yangste 35
Km NorthEast of Tawang in the
Western part of Arunachal
Pradesh has once again brought
to the fore the tense lull between
the armies of the two countries.
More than 300 soldiers of the
People’s Liberation Army (PLA)
confronted the Indian troops
who contested the movement
“in a firm and  resolute manner”
close to the LAC in the Tawang
sector leading to minor injuries
to few personnel from both
sides. The silver lining is that
after the incident both sides,
immediately, disengaged from
the area and area commanders
of both the armies held a flag
meeting to discuss the issue in
accordance with the protocol of
the army restoring peace and
tranquility. Earlier, in 2021,
India witnessed another major
face-off in the same Yangste area
of Tawang when the Chinese
attempted to gain access to the
17,000- foot high peak that pro-
vides a commanding view of
both sides of the LAC, but the
Indian troops confronted them.
India is in firm control of the top
and its access routes from its
side. Tawang is one of the most
important districts of the Indian
state of Arunachal Pradesh hav-
ing geostrategic significance to
India. It is considered India's
Achilles’ heel. China claims it as
South Tibet. Hence, this dispute
of territorial demarcation has
sparked off geopolitical ramifi-
cations for India and China.
However, in India, the Monpas,
the original inhabitants explic-
itly state that they share the bor-
der with Tibet, not China.

The recent incident brought
back to me the pleasant memo-
ries of my last month visit to
Tawang after a gap of 12 years.
My last visit to Tawang in 2012
was an arduous journey of about
15-hour from Tezpur.  Most of
the road was loose tarmac and
gravel giving way to mud in
many places. This time, it was an
enjoyable, scenic  12-hour jour-
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POINTCOUNTERPOINT

The government having
fallen short of funds
presents fresh demand

for Rs 4.4 lakh crore, involv-
ing a fresh outgo of a little
under Rs 3.3 lakh crore to
defray high subsidy costs of
fertiliser, food and fuel (FFF).
Though prices slump, demand
remains low, capex is led by
PSUs and private remains 
laggards.

The Union Budget was for
expenditure of Rs 3,944,909 in
2022-23, an increase of 4.6 per
cent over the previous year.
The total expenditure for
2021-22 has been 8.2 per cent
over the budget estimates.
The government is apologetic
on the fiscal deficit and insists
it  would remain within 
the projected limit, 6.4 per
cent of GDP.

The Centre has raised rev-

enues of Rs 32,000 crore from
dividends from PSUS and Rs
30000 crore is acquired from
disinvestments. Fertiliser gets
the biggest chunk of Rs 1.09
lakh crore – Rs 23000 crore for
P&K - phosphatic and potas-
sic and over Rs 86000 crore for
urea. Free Food dole gets
additional Rs 60,000 crore for
PM Garib Kalyan Anna
Yojana until December but
may be extended as 2023
holds elections to nine states.
The programme is politically
sensitive and may continue
longer.

Another sensitive area,
rural development gets Rs
45000 crore with an addition-
al Rs 28,775 crore for MGN-
REGA, though Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
says fewer coming for it and
Rs 28,775 crore for other

heads.
The petroleum oil market-

ing companies (OMC) get Rs
25,000 crore for LPG subsidy
for the poor, the Ujjwala
scheme. Various infra, partic-
ularly road and rail, projects
get Rs 39.4 lakh crore, large-
ly through debts. The World
Bank has cautioned on debt
financing of the infrastructure
in difficult times, if it does not
boost effective demand. The
GDP growth has repeatedly
been cut to 6.3 per cent by the
RBI and 6.8 per cent by the
IMF.

In such a situation,
increasing the capital expen-
diture may become elusive.
Rightly, Chief Economic
Advisor Anantha Nageswaran
has called upon the private
sector to play a greater role,
and ensure that capital cost is

not driven up too much. It is
a difficult proposition.

The central PSUs with
annual target of Rs 6.62 tril-
l ion remains the major
spender. It has achieved 43 per
cent of the target so far. The
RBI in its study on capital
expenditure says a total of 361
companies, which did not
avail of any financing from the
banks/FIs for capex projects,
raised an amount of Rs 47,824
crore through
ECBs/FCCBs/RDBs and 27
other companies raised Rs
3,410 crore for their capex
needs through domestic equi-
ty issues under the IPO route.

Overall, investment plans
of 791 projects were made
during 2021-22 aggregating to
Rs 194,548 crore as against
576 projects in 2020-21 with
investment intentions of Rs

116,603 crore,  which
remained comparatively lower
than the levels seen since
2016-17.

The investment climate
in terms of number of new
project announcements
remained weak during 2019-
20 and deteriorated further in
2020-21 due to covid-19.
Subsequently, with resump-
tion of business activities and
improved demand sentiments,
the new capex project
announcements showed some
signs of revival.

A Crisil study finds that a
full-fledged revival in capital
expenditure in the coming
fiscal will push overall credit
growth to over 15 per cent in
2024. This is not commensu-
rate with demand and buoy-
ant full-fledged capex revival.
RBI data shows that as on

October 21, bank credit grew
17.9 per cent year-on-year.
Private investments will pick
if there are profit possibilities.

The new Indian economy
may have patches of problem-
atic developments and the
private sector may not rev up
the economy. The hurried
approach at privatisation
hopefully would not become
a critical block for the govern-
ment. Still a large chunk of the
public sector remains, the
flagbearer of the Indian econ-
omy. As their role shrinks, the
country could slip into myri-
ad problems. The private sec-
tor depends more on public
financing and debt mecha-
nisms. It simply means bank
loans and huge write offs.
Since around 2012, the banks
have written off about Rs 20
lakh crore bad corporate

debts. Meanwhile, debts of
some large houses have 
spiraled and RBI refuses to
name them though smaller
borrowers are named and
shamed.

The private players owe
NHAI between Rs 31,000
crore and Rs 50,000 crore for
highway constructions.
Similar defaults in other areas
are not unknown. The NHAI
also says that not more than
one-third of the toll  
collections reach it. Toll 
collections are at Rs 40,000
crore, says Transport Minister
Nitin Gadkari. It had to can-
cel a long stretch of road con-
struction owing to failure of
high monetisation plans. The
country is on an uneven patch
and has to ensure how a non-
PSU economy remains
responsive.
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Sangeeta from Jeevachi Vaadi village
in Beed district in Maharashtra was
studying in the eighth standard
when her father withdrew her

name from the school due to economic
constraints. A few years later, just as she
was reaching 16, she was married off. Her
husband, all of 19, was a seventh-standard
dropout, who now lent a helping hand to
his parents.

He helped his parents in cutting sug-
arcanes. Post-marriage, his family had
transitioned from two working hands to
four. Slowly, they set up their married life.
Their parents set up a separate house for
them, both inheriting the responsibilities
of adult married life at 26 years. To add
to their responsibilities, they had a child
– this only aggravated their already
strained financial responsibilities. On
top of it, her husband developed an addic-
tion to alcohol.

For the next six months, their married
life carried on, facing new challenges at
every turn. When the couple returned to
their village from the sugarcane fields, they
had exhausted all resources for survival.
Sangeeta’s husband would then pick up
debts - either on interest-basis or as a pre-
emptive payment from the contractor for
next year’s sugarcane cutting season.
Most of this debt went into nurturing his
alcoholism.

As their collective life dragged on, they
had two more children. At the tender age
of 20 years, Sangeeta was responsible for
three children. She started falling ill
quite frequently, as early pregnancies
and a hard labouring life took a toll on her
health.

While Usha from Vanjarwadi village
in the same district had a different story.
Her parents had arranged her wedding
with a landed farmer when she was in the
ninth standard.

Going against her parents’ wishes, she
complained to her school. Paying heed to
her complaint, her teachers complained
to the police on her behalf. Her parents
were taken into custody, and were left on
the condition that they will not get their
daughter married.

As a consequence, her parents start-
ed harassing her. They starved her for two
days. Yet, she was unfazed. She left home
and started living in her school. Her teach-
ers agreed to be her guardians, and pro-
vided for her financially. They counselled
her parents. Finally, her parents agreed to
let her continue her education. She scored
74 per cent in 10th and 80 per cent in 12th
standard.

She secured an admission for a
Diploma in Education and later, a job in
a Primary School. Then, she chose to
marry a fellow educator. Today, she is 25
years old and is a mother to a child.
“Because I was educated, I could stop my
child marriage. Today, I can work,” she
shared.

One can find several such Sangeeta’s,
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(The author is a PhD
scholar. The article was

translated by Rucha
Satoor: Charkha

Features)

but finding an Usha is rare.
Because securing an education by
defying your parents’ wishes and
getting married out of choice is not
a choice for most girls in rural
India.

Sangeeta’s parents, fighting
chronic economic hardships, had
to get their daughter married
early. To get one’s daughter educat-
ed and married to a well-off fam-
ily is an expensive affair. Hence,
they married her into a family of
sugarcane cutters.

Sangeeta’s parents couldn’t
take into consideration their child’s
development, when they married
her off. Marrying a daughter off
rids oneself of her responsibilities
- this is a fairly common belief in
rural India. But instead of finding
freedom, Sangeeta was trapped in
captivity -economically, emotion-
ally, physically and socially, and
there was no escape.

Even if she worked hard, re-
crafting her life was tough. Until
she resolved to educate her chil-
dren, the conditions of her fami-
ly wouldn’t improve, trapping her
in an intergenerational cycle of
child marriage.

Sangeeta’s condition cannot
simply be linked with poverty -
Marathwada’s social constitution
and caste norms are also respon-
sible for it. Parents fear their
daughters would ‘lose their char-
acter’ by losing virginity before
marriage or worse, eloping after
falling in love, leading to ostraciz-
ing of the family. On the contrary,
it’s quite acceptable for boys to be
married even when they’re 30 or
35 years old.

Another reason for early mar-
riage amongst girls in Marathwada

is arid lands. Acute water shortage
hinders agricultural and econom-
ic growth. If water is made avail-
able and seepage lakes are con-
structed, and families in poverty
are provided with economic
means, they will be able to educate
their children. The children them-
selves will then be able to make
informed decisions about their
marriage. This will truly be an end
to child marriages.

In addition, social instability,
economic scarcity, lack of educa-
tion, regressive mindsets, the tra-
ditional constraints of religion
and caste, the socio-economic
and physical oppression of sugar-
cane cutting workers by sugarcane
factories and their owners, defi-
ciency of natural resources,
drought-prone lands, insufficient
rainfall, inaction by political lead-
ers and the shortcomings of state
policies are all responsible for
child marriage in Marathwada.

On further thought, one might
also notice that 54 per cent of the
working classes in Marathwada are
illiterate, they migrate to western
Maharashtra, Karnataka and
Gujarat for sugarcane cutting.
Children, therefore, spend six
months a year in school, and the
rest of the six months on sugarcane
fields. Consequently, their educa-
tion is hindered. The cycle of igno-
rance continues, and so do child
marriages.

In the post-COVID world,
the emerging data on the number
of child marriages in Marathwada
throw light on an alarmingly
increasing trend. If we want to end
child marriage, we have to commit
to a few solutions. The larger social
canvas needs to discuss and bring

about an awareness of this com-
munity’s issues consistently.
Schools, colleges and other orga-
nizations need to implement pro-
grammes to end child marriage.
For this, it is imperative that the
State commits to programmes
that can end child marriage.

Media needs to consistently
and sensitively report on these
issues and the community’s devel-
opment. Implement policies
around skill-based education such
as agro-businesses, milk business-
es, poultry and goat rearing,
repairing of electronic instru-
ments, fashion designing, mechan-
ic training and so on that can
ensure employment of the youth.
The white-collar class needs to
oppose and take a stand on this
issue. Most importantly, moving
beyond just viewing the sugarcane
cutter labourers as vote banks, the
ruling party needs to make end-
ing child marriage a part of their
political agenda during elections,
and when in power, needs to
implement policies that will end
child marriage.

The social and economic
structures are the root cause of the
vicious cycle that embroils fami-
lies like Sangeeta’s generation after
generation. To unravel this circle,
we need to work with commit-
ment and assist the government to
end child marriage. Several Non-
governmental organizations
(NGOs) in collaboration with the
government are working towards
addressing this issue. However,
there is a need of collective action
from all the sectors and assisting
the government in formulating
comprehensive policies to bring an
end to child marriage.
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Multiple explosive drones
attacked Ukraine's cap-
ital before dawn Mon-

day, local authorities reported, as
Russian President Vladimir
Putin prepared to visit ally
Belarus, which provided the
Kremlin's forces with a launch
pad for Russia's invasion of
Ukraine almost 10 months ago.

The drone attack came three
days after what Ukrainian offi-
cials described as one of Russia's
biggest assaults on Kyiv since the
war started and as Moscow
presses on with its effort to tor-
ment Ukraine from the air amid
a broad battlefield stalemate.

Russia launched 23 self-
exploding drones over Kyiv
while the city slept, but Ukrai-
nian forces shot down 18 of

them, the Kyiv city administra-
tion said on Telegram.

No major casualties were
reported from the attack,
although the Ukrainian presi-
dent's office said the war killed
at least three civilians and
wounded 11 elsewhere in the
country between Sunday and
Monday.

The drone barrage caused
emergency power outages in 11
central and eastern regions of the
country, including the capital
region, authorities said.

Monday was St. Nicholas
Day, an occasion that marks the
start of the Christmas holidays
in Ukraine and is when children
typically receive their first gifts
hidden under pillows.

“This is how Russians con-
gratulated our children on the
holiday,” Serhii Kruk, the head
of Ukraine's State Emergency
Service, wrote on Telegram,
attaching photos of firefighters
barely distinguished amid the
flames of an infrastructure facil-
ity that got hit.

“In the night when everyone
is waiting for a miracle, the ter-
rorist country continues to ter-
rorise the peaceful Ukrainian
people,” Ukraine's human rights
chief, Dmytro Lubinets, said.

Bits of wreckage from the
downed drones damaged a road
in the central Solomianskyi dis-
trict and broke windows in a
multi-story building in the
Shevchenkyvskyi district of Kyiv,
city officials said.

One drone struck the home
of Olha and Ivan Kobzarenko,
ages 84 and 83, in the outskirts
of the capital. Ivan sustained a
head injury.

Their garage was complete-
ly destroyed and their dog,
Malysh, was killed. Olha, speak-
ing in her bedroom where shat-
tered glass and blood covered
the floor, said the blast flung the
front gate into the couple's
house.

“I know that I am not alone,”
Olha said. “Everyone is suffer-
ing. Everyone.”

Nina Sobol, a 59-year-old

clerk working at one of the city's
power companies, was on her
way to work when the strikes
happened. Like many of her col-
leagues, she waited outside while
emergency services inspected
damage.

“I feel really anxious," she
said. "Anxious because you
never know at which moment
there will be an incoming mis-
sile.”

Authorities said a critical
infrastructure point was also hit,
without giving more details.

Although the capital
appeared to be the main target
of the latest Russian attack, the
armed forces said other places in
the country were also targeted.

Kyiv region Gov. Oleksii
Kuleba said on Telegram that
some infrastructure facilities
were damaged across the Kyiv
region, as well as private hous-
es, and at least two people were
injured.

Ukraine's air force said on
Telegram that its personnel were
able to destroy 30 of at least 35
self-exploding drones that
Russia launched across the
country from the eastern side of
the Azov Sea on Ukraine's
southeast coast. Russia is on the
other side of the sea.

The Ukrainian military has
reported increasing success in
shooting down incoming
Russian missiles and explosive
drones.

Moscow has targeted
Ukraine's energy infrastructure,
including in Kyiv, since October
as part of a strategy to try to leave
the country without heat and
light during the bitterly cold
winter. It has kept up that effort

despite Western sanctions and
the supply of Western air defense
systems to Ukrainian forces.

On Friday, Ukraine's capital
was attacked as part of a massive
strike from Russia. Dozens of
missiles were launched across
the country, triggering wide-
spread power outages. Four
people, including a toddler, were
killed when a Russian missile
tore through an apartment
building in the central Ukrainian
city of Kryvyi Rih.

The spokesman for Russia's
Defence Ministry reported that
Russian air defences shot down
four US-made HARM missiles
over Russia's Belgorod region,
which lies along Ukraine's
northeast border near Kharkiv.
The claim by Lt.-Gen. Igor
Konashenkov couldn't be inde-
pendently verified.

The US has provided
Ukraine with HARM missiles,
which are launched by war-
planes and intended to strike
enemy radars.

Some 14,000 people in
Belgorod were left without
power Monday as the result of
Ukrainian shelling, the region's
governor, Vyacheslav Gladkov,
said on Telegram.

Putin was set to travel

Monday to Belarus for talks with
its authoritarian leader,
Alexander Lukashenko, who
allowed Russian forces to use
Belarusian territory for invading
Ukraine and has close defense
links with Moscow.

It was to be a rare trip to
Minsk by Putin, who usually
receives Lukashenko at the
Kremlin. Belarus is believed to
have Soviet-era weapons stock-
piles that could be useful for
Moscow, while Lukashenko
needs help with his country's ail-
ing economy.

Analysts say the Kremlin
might look again for some kind
of Belarusian military support
for its Ukraine operations. But
the winter weather and Russia's
depleted resources mean any
attack probably won't come
soon, according to the Institute
for the Study of War, a think
tank in Washington.

“The capacity of the Russian
military, even reinforced by ele-
ments of the Belarusian armed
forces, to prepare and conduct
effective large-scale mechanised
offensive operations in the next
few months remains question-
able,” the think tank said in an
assessment published on
Sunday.
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Russian warships set off
Monday to take part in a

joint naval drills with China, an
exercise that showcases increas-
ingly close defense ties between
the two countries as they face
tensions with the United States.

The Russian Defense Minis-
try said the Varyag missile cruis-
er, the Marshal Shaposhnikov
destroyer and two corvettes of
Russia's Pacific Fleet would take
part in maneuvers in the East
China Sea starting Wednesday.

The ministry said the Chi-
nese navy planned to deploy sev-
eral surface warships and a sub-
marine for the exercise. Russian
and Chinese aircraft will also
take part in the drills, according
to the ministry.

Moscow and Beijing have
displayed their growing military
cooperation in recent months.

In November, Tu-95 bom-
bers of the Russian air force and
Chinese H-6K bombers flew
joint patrols over the Sea of Japan
and the East China Sea. As part
of the drills, the Russian bombers

landed in China for the first
time, and the Chinese bombers
flew to an air base in Russia.

In September, China sent
more than 2,000 troops along
with more than 300 military
vehicles, 21 combat aircraft and
three warships to take part in a
sweeping joint exercise with
Russia. The maneuvers marked
the first time that China sent
forces from three branches of its
military to take part in a single
Russian drill, in what was descri-
bed as a show of the breadth and
depth of China-Russia mutual
trust. Defense cooperation bet-
ween Moscow and Beijing has
grown stronger since Russian
President Vladimir Putin sent
his troops into Ukraine on Feb.
24. 

China, which has declared a
“no limits” friendship with
Russia, has pointedly refused to
criticize Moscow's actions, blam-
ing the U.S. And NATO for pro-
voking the Kremlin, and has
blasted the punishing sanctions
imposed on Russia. Russia, in
turn, has strongly backed China
amid the tensions with the U.
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European Union ministers were trying again on
Monday to finalise a long-awaited deal to

implement a natural gas price cap that they hope
can help households and businesses better weath-
er excessive price surges.

The ministers have previously failed at over-
coming their differences at five previous so-called
emergency meetings, but several EU leaders said
last week that fixing a maximum ceiling to pay
for gas was likely to be achieved this time.

“We have defined the political framework that
will allow our ministers to finalise the issue of a
gas price cap," French President Emmanuel
Macron said last week after a meeting of EU lead-
ers in Brussels."

The 27 nations have stuck together through
nine rounds of sanctions against Russia over the
war in Ukraine and energy-saving measures to
avoid shortages of the fuel used to generate elec-
tricity, heat homes and power factories.

But they have not been able to close a deal on
setting a complicated price cap that had been
promised in October as a way to reduce energy
bills that have soared because of Russia's invasion.

“Today, we have to agree on a well-known
mechanism which will prevent the European
households and businesses from high gas price
spikes, as we have seen during the last summer,"
said Czech Industry Minister Jozef Sikela, whose
country holds the rotating presidency of the EU
Council.

“I think that the European households and the
businesses expects from us to act and I do not see
any reason not to be able to agree today," Síkela
said.

The gas cap issue has been a divisive one
because of fears that global suppliers will simply
bypass Europe when others offer more money.

“No one, least of all me, has anything against
low prices on the gas market — we have to bring
gas prices down,” German Economy Minister
Robert Habeck said on Monday. “We just know
from previous market interventions that we
must be very careful not to want to do something

good and trigger something bad.”
Asked about his Czech colleague noting that

a qualified majority vote, with Germany poten-
tially being outvoted, would be possible, Habeck
replied that “this would of course be an undesir-
able result.”

He said that “our questions, or concerns, are
well-founded” and that “the spirit of recent years
has been consensual.” But he conceded that “if it
happens, we will have to live with it.”

Habeck said that the other side's position is
“understandable,” given Germany's energy poli-
cy of past years, but the EU should not “make a
mistake that leads to a shortage -- that would affect
large parts of Europe and not just Germany.”

He said that Germany has a “special respon-
sibility to solve the problem” and pointed to its
inauguration on Saturday of its first liquefied nat-
ural gas, or LNG, terminal.

The EU's executive Commission last month
proposed a “safety price ceiling” to kick in if nat-
ural gas exceeds 275 euros (USD 290) per
megawatt hour for two weeks and if it is 58 euros
higher than the price of liquefied natural gas on
world markets. Such a system might not have
averted hikes as high as in August — when prices
hit nearly 350 euros per megawatt hour on
Europe's TTF benchmark but fell below 275 euros
within days — and was met with derision by many
countries pushing for a lower trigger.

The Czech presidency has drafted a new pro-
posal that would see the mechanism kick off if
prices exceed 188 euros per megawatt hour for
three days.
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Jews in Ukraine waging a "war
between darkness and light” lit

a giant menorah on Sunday
night to start the eight-day
Hanukkah holiday as tens of
thousands remained without
electricity and Russia's nearly 10-
month war produced new vic-
tims. 

Dozens gathered in Maidan
Independence Square in the
capital, Kyiv, at sundown to
light the first candle of what local
Jewish leaders say is Europe's
tallest menorah. Kyiv Mayor
Vitali Klitschko joined ambas-
sadors from Israel, the United
States, Japan, Poland, Canada
and France in a ceremony orga-
nized by the Federation of
Jewish Communities of Ukraine.
They sang blessings under the
flames of the menorah, which
towered over the crowd and
passing cars in frigid weather.

Rabbi Mayer Stambler, a
leader of Ukraine's Jewish com-
munity, drew parallels to the
story of Hanukkah, an eight-day
commemoration of the rededi-
cation of the Temple in Jerusa-
lem by the Maccabees after
their victory over the Syrians
more than 2,000 years ago.

When only enough oil was avai-
lable to keep the temple candles
lit for one day and night, the oil
inexplicably burned for eight
days and eight nights — a feat
now celebrated as the Jewish
Festival of Lights. 

“We are actually now living
through the same situation,”
said Stambler, drawing a paral-
lel with the current blackouts in
Ukraine that Russian bom-
bardments have caused. “This is
a war between darkness and
light.”

In congratulating the world's
Jews on Hanukkah, Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy,
who is Jewish, also noted the hol-
iday's inspiration for his people. 
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Aflight from Phoenix to
Honolulu carrying many

people travelling for the holidays
encountered severe turbulence
shortly before landing, sending
some unrestrained people and
objects flying about the cabin
and seriously injuring 11, offi-
cials and passengers said.

In all, 36 people received
medical treatment following
Sunday's turbulent Hawaiian
Airlines flight for bumps, bruis-
es, cuts and nausea, said Jim
Ireland, director of Honolulu
Emergency Medical Services.

Twenty people were taken to
hospitals, including 11 in serious
condition.

“We are also very happy, and
we feel fortunate that there were
not any deaths or other critical
injuries. And we're also very
hopeful that all will recover
and make a full recovery,” Ire-
land said.

The full flight had nearly
300 people aboard and carried
many passengers travelling to
Hawaii for the holidays, like Jacie
Hayata Ano, who was heading
home.

“It was just rocky,” she told
KHON-TV. “And then, it quick-
ly just escalated to the point
where we're shaking so much
that we were pretty much like
floating off of our chairs."

Passenger Jodette Neely told

NBC's “Today” show that she
saw people hitting their heads on
the aircraft's ceiling.

“I was grabbing the seat in
front of me, the top of it, to hang
on, even though I had my seat
belt on,” she said.

Hawaiian Airlines Chief
Operating Officer Jon Snook
said such turbulence is isolated
and unusual, noting that the air-
line hadn't experienced any-
thing like it in recent history.
Three flight attendants were
among the injured, he said.

Passenger Kaylee Reyes told
Hawaii News Now that her
mother had just sat down when
the turbulence hit and had not
had a chance to buckle her
safety belt.

“She flew up and hit the ceil-
ing,” Reyes said.

Jazmin Bitanga, who was
also travelling home for the
holidays, said there were two
drops in altitude, including one
that was so strong it sent her
boyfriend's water bottle into
the plane's ceiling.
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No breakthrough was
achieved on Monday in

talks between the government
and the Taliban militants, who
seized a counter-terrorism cen-
tre and took some people as
hostages in Pakistan's restive
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province
a day earlier, even as negotiation
was underway to secure the safe
release of hostages.

The standoff began on
Sunday when an arrested mili-
tant, who was being interrogat-
ed at the Counter-Terrorism
Department (CTD) police sta-
tion inside the Bannu
Cantonment, snatched an AK-47
from the police and opened
fire. He then freed other want-
ed terrorists being held at the
building and together they took
control of the compound. They
also took several policemen
hostage.

At least two policemen were
killed in the exchange of fire,
prompting authorities to put
the Army's special forces on alert.

“Those who were fewer
defeated those who were more.
Light defeated darkness. It will
be the same this time,” he vowed
in a video address late Sunday.

Among those watching the
Kyiv menorah lighting was 47-
year-old Viktoria Herman, who
said the festival of lights brought
her hope during the December
days with the least sunlight of the
year. 

“There will be light and
everything will be fine for every-
one. And finally the war will
end,” she said.

The Israeli ambassador to
Ukraine, Michael Brodsky, said:
“I wish for the people of Ukraine
all of that which Hanukkah
symbolizes. I wish there was
light on every Ukrainian house
... And I wish you victory.”

Volunteers distributed thou-
sands of menorahs, candles,
printed materials, family puzzle
games and sweets for the holi-
day to members of Ukraine's
Jewish minority population.
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Myanmar's army on Monday
accused opponents of the

military-imposed government of
responsibility for an explosion
that injured 17 people on a ferry
boat in the country's largest city,
Yangon.

A statement by the army's
information office blamed the
People's Defence Force, the
armed wing of Myanmar's
banned main pro-democracy
movement, for the blast on
Sunday, but presented no evi-
dence. No one has claimed
responsibility for the explosion.

Myanmar has been engulfed
in what some UN experts have
characterised as a civil war since
the military seized power from
the elected government of Aung
San Suu Kyi in February 2021.

The army is engaged in
brutal large-scale counter-insur-

gency operations in the coun-
tryside, while authorities also
contend with urban guerrillas in
the cities who target people and
institutions associated with the
ruling military with assassina-
tions and bombings.

An urban guerrilla group
named the Yangon District
People's Brigade expressed sad-
ness about Sunday's explosion
on its Facebook page and said
that fighters for democracy
would never harm civilians.
Such groups have at least a
loose affiliation with the People's
Defence Force.

The statement issued by
the army's Tatmadaw True News
Information Team said a home-
made bomb exploded at 6.40 pm
on Sunday on the state-owned
ferry travelling across the
Yangon River from Yangon to
the suburban township of Dala.

The injured people were

taken to Yangon General
Hospital. A volunteer rescue
worker who helped the victims
said they were injured in the
lower parts of their bodies and
five were in critical condition. He
spoke on condition of anonymi-
ty for fear of being arrested by
the authorities.

The worker and the army
both said the explosion took
place on the bottom deck of the
boat. Photos that were circulat-

ed on social media showed
bloodstains on the floor of the
boat and some mangled bicycles.
Photos said to be of victims
showed them with leg wounds.

The ferry service is a major
mode of public transport link-
ing Yangon with four townships
to the south.

The army's 2021 takeover
was met with massive resistance
which security forces quashed
with deadly force, driving the

opponents of military rule to
take up arms.

The Assistance Association
for Political Prisoners, a rights
monitoring organisation, says
security forces have killed at least
2,604 civilians and arrested
16,557 others since the military
takeover.

The military government
has denounced the People's
Defense Force as “terrorists”
and said in the statement on
Monday that it has been “arrest-
ing and killing monks, govern-
ment employees and civilians
and committing bomb attacks
using handmade bombs on pub-
lic roads, bridges and passenger
buses and ferry boats”. In May,
a civilian was killed and nine
others were injured when a
bomb exploded at a bus stop in
Yangon. The military govern-
ment and its opponents traded
accusations over the blast.

Cairo: A militant attack killed 4
members of Iran's paramilitary
force on Monday in its restive
southeast province bordering
Pakistan, state media said. 

Iran's Sistan and Baluchistan
province is home to separatist
forces that have long opposed the
country's clerical rulers. The
region has also turned into an

epicentre for anti-government
protests sweeping Iran in past
months.

According to IRNA, Iran's
Revolutionary Guard led a man-
hunt for the attackers in the
Sistan and Baluchistan province.
The militants escaped across
the border into Pakistan, it
claimed.
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Singapore's President Halimah
Yacob on Monday called for

convicted rapists aged 50 years
or older not to be spared caning
and has expressed dismay at
recent cases of girls being raped
in their own homes by fathers.

Under Singapore's Penal
Code, a convicted rapist can be
jailed for up to 20 years and
fined or caned. Those above 50
years of age and above cannot be
sentenced to caning but can be
imprisoned longer in lieu of cor-
poral punishment. Last week, a
54-year-old man was sentenced
to jail in the country for molest-
ing his daughter repeatedly from
when she was 10 years old,
Channel News Asia reported.

In a Facebook post, Presi-
dent Yacob wrote, "Rapists
should not be spared the cane
just because they are fifty years
old. It's ironic that they could
escape from the pain caused by
caning despite the lifetime of
severe trauma and irreparable
damage that they cruelly inflict-
ed on their victims which will
last a lifetime." 

"In some cases, the rapes
were committed earlier but
reported only after the perpe-

trator reached fifty years old. It's
time that we review this law," the
post said. "It's our duty to pro-
tect our young and we must not
fail them," it added.

In September last year,
Members of Parliament sug-
gested that the age limit for can-
ing be raised. Parliamentarian
Murali Pillai said, “I don't see
why Parliament should pre-
sume in favour of a repeat sex
offender that he is not fit to be
caned when he is clearly fit
enough to commit such heinous
acts."

Law and Home Affairs
Minister K Shanmugam said:
“there was no reason" to increase
the age limit for caning, noting
the "significantly lower" number
of men over age 50 and arrest-
ed for serious offences that
attract caning.

In November, a man admit-
ted to trying to rape his four-
year-old daughter twice, while
another father went on trial for
allegedly grooming his daugh-
ter over eight years before rap-
ing her when she was 12. "I find
the recent spate of cases involv-
ing rapes of children in their
own homes by their male rela-
tives highly disturbing and sick-
ening," the president wrote.
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The Sri Lankan parliament on
Monday invited the youth,

who are university graduates, to
serve in its sectoral oversight
committees, amidst growing
demand to meet the aspirations
of the youth in the crisis-hit
island nation.

In newspaper notices pub-
lished here on Monday, the par-
liament asked for youth between
18 and 35 years to serve in 17
oversight committees in parlia-
ment.

“The chair of a committee
may summon five youth repre-
sentatives each to assist the
committees in relation to the
inquiries conducted by the com-
mittees," the report said.

The Parliament had amend-
ed its standing orders to facili-
tate youth participation in the
country's affairs, the notice in the
newspapers said.

Since the street protests that

happened in the country earli-
er this year amidst the ongoing
economic crisis, the govern-
ment vowed to introduce many
reforms to meet the aspirations
of the youth.

Youth representation at
public protests heightened as
they clamoured for “system
change” meaning a wide range
of reforms.

The popular protest move-
ment forced the resignation of

the then president Gotabaya
Rajapaksa in July this year.

His successor Ranil Wickre-
mesinghe has brought in sever-
al reforms, including the 21st
amendment to the Constitution.

Since early February, the
country has been plunged into
a severe economic crisis, leading
to a shortage of essential com-
modities and culminating in the
first-ever sovereign default by
the government in mid-April. 
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President Joe Biden toasted a
reelection campaign with

his French counterpart. He
and the Rev. Al Sharpton talked
about the prospect during a
photo-op. And, for someone
who often meanders through
his thoughts, Biden has been
notably explicit about his polit-
ical plans.

“Our intention is to run
again,” the president told
reporters after the November
midterms, noting that his fam-
ily supports another campaign.
He said his wife, first lady Jill
Biden, has already counselled
him not to “walk away” from
the “very important” things he's
doing on the job.

None of that, however, has
silenced a Washington par-
lour game about whether Biden
will follow through with a sec-
ond presidential campaign.
The speculation reflects a per-
sistent, though often privately
expressed, scepticism among
even some of Biden's allies
that the 80-year-old president
will ask voters to keep him in
the White House until he's 
86.

Biden is expected to dis-
cuss the prospect of another
campaign with those closest to
him when he departs Washing-
ton for a Christmas vacation. If
he opts for an announcement
next year, he would launch a
campaign during a time when
his approval ratings remain
low and inflation is high.
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North Korea said Monday it
fired a test satellite in an

important final-stage test for the
development of its first spy
satellite, a key military capabil-
ity coveted by its leader Kim
Jong Un along with other high-
tech weapons systems.

The North's official Korean
Central News Agency also
released low-resolution, black-
and-white photos showing a
space view of the South Korean
capital and Incheon, a city just
west of Seoul, in an apparent
attempt to show the North is
pushing to acquire a surveillance
tool to monitor its rival.

The rocket carrying the test
satellite was launched Sunday to
assess the satellite's photography
and data transmission systems,
KCNA said.

The country's National
Aerospace Development Admi-
nistration called the test results
“an important success which has
gone through the final gateway
process of the launch of recon-
naissance satellite.” It said it
would complete the preparations
for its first military reconnais-
sance satellite by April next
year, according to KCNA.

“From the images released,
the resolution does not appear
to be so impressive for military
reconnaissance,” Soo Kim, a
security analyst at the California-
based RAND Corporation, said.
“I'd note, however, that this is
probably an ongoing develop-
ment, so we may see more
improvements to North Korea's

military reconnaissance capa-
bilities over time.”

South Korea, Japan and US
authorities said Sunday they
had detected a pair of ballistic
missile launches by North Korea
from its northwestern Tong-
chang-ri area, where the North's
satellite launch pad is located.
They said the two missiles flew
about 500 kilometers (310 miles)
at a maximum altitude of 550
kilometers (340 miles) before
landing in the waters between
the Korean Peninsula and Japan. 

This meant North Korea
likely fired two missiles with dif-
ferent types of cameras — one
for black-and-white imagery
and video and the other for
color, given the North's state
media said that Sunday's test
involved both types of cameras,
said Lee Choon Geun, an hon-
orary research fellow at South
Korea's Science and Technology
Policy Institute. 

An analysis of a photo of the
launch also showed the missiles
were likely a new type of a liq-
uid-fueled weapon that can be
used for a military purpose as

well as sending a satellite into
orbit, Lee said. Geon Ha Gyu, a
spokesperson for South Korea's
Defense Ministry, told reporters
Monday that the South Korean
and U.S. Assessments that North
Korea fired the two medium-
range ballistic missiles remain
unchanged. He said South
Korean and US intelligence
authorities were analyzing fur-
ther details of the launches but
declined to elaborate. 

A spy satellite was on a wish
list of sophisticated military
assets Kim announced during a
ruling party meeting early last
year, together with multi-war-
head missiles, solid-fuelled long-
range missiles, underwater-
launched nuclear missiles and
nuclear-powered submarines.
Kim has called for such modern
weapons systems and an
expanded nuclear arsenal to
pressure the United States to
abandon its hostile polices on
North Korea, an apparent ref-
erence to U.S.-led sanctions and
the US-South Korean military
drills that North Korea views as
an invasion rehearsal. 
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The House Jan 6 commit-
tee is wrapping up its
investigation of the violent

2021 US Capitol insurrection,
with lawmakers expected to cap
one of the most exhaustive and
aggressive congressional probes
in memory with an extraordi-
nary recommendation: The
Justice Department should con-
sider criminal charges against
former President Donald
Trump.

At a final meeting on Mon-
day, the panel's seven Democrats
and two Republicans are poised
to recommend criminal charges
against Trump and potentially
against associates and staff who
helped him launch a multifac-
eted pressure campaign to try to
overturn the 2020 election.

While a criminal referral is
mostly symbolic, with the Justice
Department ultimately deciding
whether to prosecute Trump or
others, it is a decisive end to a
probe that had an almost sin-
gular focus from the start. 

“I think the president has
violated multiple criminal laws
and I think you have to be treat-
ed like any other American
who breaks the law, and that is
you have to be prosecuted,”
Rep. Adam Schiff, D-Calif., a
member of the panel, said Sun-
day on CNN's “State of the
Union."

The panel, which will dis-
solve on Jan. 3 with the new
Republican-led House, has con-

ducted more than 1,000 inter-
views, held 10 well-watched
public hearings and collected
more than a million documents
since it launched in July 2021. As
it has gathered the massive trove
of evidence, the members have
become emboldened in declar-
ing that Trump is to blame for
the violent attack on the Capitol
by his supporters almost two
years ago. 

After beating their way past
police, injuring many of them,
the Jan. 6 rioters stormed the
Capitol and interrupted the cer-
tification of President Joe Biden's
win, echoing Trump's lies about
widespread election fraud and
sending lawmakers and others
running for their lives. 

The attack came after weeks
of Trump's efforts to overturn
his defeat — a campaign that
was extensively detailed by the
committee in its multiple pub-
lic hearings. Many of Trump's
former aides testified about his
unprecedented pressure on

states, federal officials and on
Vice President Mike Pence to
find a way to thwart the popu-
lar will. 

“This is someone who in
multiple ways tried to pressure
state officials to find votes that
didn't exist, this is someone who
tried to interfere with a joint ses-
sion, even inciting a mob to
attack the Capitol,” Schiff said. “If
that's not criminal, then I don't
know what it is.”

Members of the committee
have said that the referrals for
other individuals may also
include ethics violations, legal
misconduct and campaign
finance violations. Lawmakers
have suggested in particular
that their recommended charges
against Trump could include
conspiracy to defraud the United
States, obstruction of an official
proceeding of Congress and
insurrection. 

On insurrection, Schiff said
Sunday that “if you look at
Donald Trump's acts and you

match them up against the
statute, it's a pretty good match.”
He said that the committee will
focus on those individuals —
presumably Trump — for whom
they believe there is the strongest
evidence. 

While a so-called criminal
referral has no real legal stand-
ing, it is a forceful statement by
the committee and adds to poli-
tical pressure already on Attor-
ney General Merrick Garland
and special counsel Jack Smith,
who is conducting an investi-
gation into Jan. 6 and Trump's
actions.

The committee is also
expected at the hearing to pre-
view its massive final report,
which will include findings,
interview transcripts and leg-
islative recommendations.
Lawmaker have said that report
will be released Monday. 

“We obviously want to com-
plete the story for the American
people,” said Rep. Jamie Raskin,
D-Md., another member of the
committee. “Everybody has
come on a journey with us and
we want a satisfactory conclu-
sion, such that people feel that
Congress has done its job.”

The panel was formed in the
summer of 2021 after Senate
Republicans blocked the for-
mation of what would have
been a bipartisan, independent
commission to investigate the
insurrection. That opposition
spurred the Democratic-con-
trolled House to form a com-
mittee of its own. 
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India will be a big export
economy and it needs to

create a balance between safe-
guarding citizens and enabling
companies to innovate with its
framework, Google CEO
Sundar Pichai said on Monday.

While speaking at Google
for India event, Pichai said that
the company is focussing on
startups from India and out of
its $300 million for the startups,
around one-fourth will be
invested in entities that are led
by women.

He said that the technol-
ogy is working at a big scale
and touching lives of people
around the world, which calls
for framing responsible and
balanced regulation.

“Given the scale and tech-
nology leadership it (India)
will have, it’s important to
make sure you are balancing,
putting in safeguards for peo-
ple. You’re creating an innov-
ative framework, so that com-

panies can innovate on top of
a certainty in the legal frame-
work. I think it is an important
moment in time. India will also
be a big export economy. It will
benefit from an open and con-
nected internet and getting
that balance right will be
important,” Pichai said.

He said sophistication of
the Indian startup ecosystem is
measurably improving and
Indian startups like Glance are
getting noticed worldwide. 
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Benchmark BSE Sensex and
Nifty closed higher by near-

ly 1 per cent on Monday, end-
ing their two-session losing
streak following heavy buying
in banking, oil and FMCG
shares.

The 30-share BSE barom-
eter jumped 468.38 points or
0.76 per cent to settle at
61,806.19 as 24 of its stocks
advanced. During the day, it
advanced 507.11 points or 0.82
per cent to a high of 61,844.92.

The broader NSE Nifty
climbed 151.45 points or 0.83
per cent to end at 18,420.45.

The indices had declined
by more than 2 per cent in the
last two sessions.

“Stabilizing after the pre-
vious session, domestic indices
edged towards gains owing to
optimistic cues from western
markets,” said Vinod Nair,
Head of Research at Geojit
Financial Services.

From the Sensex pack,
Mahindra & Mahindra, Power
Grid, Bharti Airtel, Bajaj
Finserv, HDFC, Hindustan
Unilever, Maruti, ITC, Titan,
Nestle, Bajaj Finance and
Reliance Industries were the
major winners.

Tata Consultancy Services,
Infosys, Tata Motors and
IndusInd Bank were among the
laggards. The IT sector stood
out as an exception to the
rally, as the growth guidance of

the US IT sector signalled
downgrades, Vinod Nair said
adding that fears of a world-
wide recession and mounting
local Covid cases weighed
heavily on Asian stocks.

“Optimism in European
markets and short covering
helped local benchmarks stage
a smart bounce back even as
other Asian market peers lan-
guished in negative territory.
Despite the recovery, investors
are lacking confidence after the
recent US Federal Reserve’s
indication of more rate hikes in
the coming year,” said Shrikant
Chouhan, Head of Equity
Research (Retail), Kotak
Securities Ltd.

While markets may stay
volatile in the coming ses-
sions, selective buying will
continue to be the mantra of
investors till the worries of
interest rates subside, he said.
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The Indian flexi staffing
industry added 78,000 jobs

in July-September 2022, up 6
per cent as compared to the
previous quarter, on account of
rise in demand across all sec-
tors, a report said.

“Buoyed by a strong festive
season and rising demand
across sectors, the Indian
Staffing Federation (ISF) mem-
bers added 78,000 new jobs in
July-September quarter, a 6
per cent rise in new jobs over
previous April-June quarter,”
said ISF’s Flexi Staffing
Employment Growth report.

The new jobs in July-
September are combination of
new jobs in general staffing and
IT staffing, it stated.

ISF is the apex industry
body representing formal
staffing, facility management
and security services compa-
nies. New jobs in general
staffing – which excludes IT
staffing – grew 7.3 per cent in
July-September, driven by rise
in demand in FMCG, e-com-
merce, manufacturing, retail,
logistics, banking, hospitality,
tourism, insurance, infrastruc-
ture, it stated.

On the other hand, new
jobs in IT staffing remained
under pressure, growing a
modest 2.2 per cent in
September quarter.

While IT staffing industry
continues to address market
demands in niche skills, there
is a visible impact of the slow-
down in global markets even as
big Indian IT players curtail
new hiring, it stated.

Cumulatively, ISF’s over
110 member companies added
2.32 lakh jobs in the past four
quarters, i.E. During the peri-
od from October 2022 to
September 2023, which
includes the 78,000 new jobs in
July-September, it stated.

As on September 30, 2022,
ISF member companies repre-
sented 14 lakh flexi staffing
workers.

Lohit Bhatia, President,
ISF said the Indian staffing
industry anticipated a steep rise

in demand during the first
lockdown-free festive season,
and provided the formal work-
force the different industries
required.

“Overall industry shows a
resilient growth with new
employment mobilized in July-
September (2022) at 20 per cent
year-on-year...To give a further
break up, general staffing wit-
nessed 24.6 per cent year-on-
year growth, while new jobs in
IT staffing sustained at 15.8 per
cent year-on-year,” Bhatia
added.

Over 110 members of the
federation have generated
employment for 90 lakh
employees in the last 10 years
and currently employs 14 lakh
flexi staff annually. 
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Gold price rose �231 to
�54,652 per 10 gram in the

national capital on Monday
amid strong global trends,
according to HDFC Securities.

In the previous trade, the
precious metal had closed at
�54,421 per 10 gram.

Silver also climbed �784 to
�68,255 per kilogram.

“Gold prices traded high-
er in the Asian trading hours.
Comex gold prices are trading
up by 0.32 per cent at $1,795
per ounce,” said Dilip Parmar,
Research Analyst at HDFC
Securities.

In the international mar-
ket, gold was trading higher at
$1,795.8 per ounce while silver
was up at USD 23.30 
per ounce.
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The rupee gained 6 paise to
settle at 82.69 (provisional)

against the US dollar on
Monday as robust buying in the
domestic equities and a weak
American currency against key
crosses overseas boosted
investor sentiments.

However, fresh foreign cap-
ital outflows and rising crude
prices restricted the rupee’s
rise, forex dealers said.

At the interbank forex
market, the local unit opened
weak at 82.80 against the
greenback and witnessed an
intra-day high of 82.57 and a
low of 82.80.

It finally ended at 82.69

against the American curren-
cy, registering a rise of 6 paise
over its previous close of 82.75.

The dollar index, which
gauges the greenback’s strength
against a basket of six curren-
cies, declined 0.44 per cent to
104.24.

On the domestic equity
market front, the BSE Sensex
ended 468.38 points or 0.76 per
cent higher at 61,806.19, while
the broader NSE Nifty
advanced 151.45 points or 0.83
per cent to 18,420.45.

Brent crude futures, the
global oil benchmark,
advanced 1.10 per cent to USD
79.91 per barrel.

Foreign Institutional
Investors (FIIs) were net sellers
in the capital markets on Friday
as they offloaded shares worth
Rs 1,975.44 crore, according to
exchange data.

After investing over Rs
36,200 crore last month, foreign
investors continued their pos-
itive momentum and have
injected a net �10,555 crore in
Indian equities so far in
December amid stabilisation in
oil prices and moderating US
inflation.
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Anticipating a rise in
demand for electric vehi-

cles (EV), the government’s
National Testing House (NTH)
on Monday said it will offer
testing services for EV batter-
ies and charging systems at its
Mumbai and Kolkata centres
from the next fiscal.

The Manesar-based
International Centre for
Automotive Technology and
the Pune-based Automatic
Research Association of India
are the two agencies in the
country providing testing ser-
vices for EVs and batteries.

“Electronic vehicles are
going to add to our daily lives.
In order to have sufficient test-
ing facilities, we are making our
labs future-ready as the
demand is going to increase,”
said Nidhi Khare, Additional
Secretary in the Consumer
Affairs Ministry.

The National Testing

House (NTH) is preparing to
offer testing services for EV
batteries and charging systems
at its Kolkata headquarters and
Mumbai regional centre from
the next fiscal, she told
reporters.

The NTH Mumbai and
Kolkata centres were chosen
because the maximum number
of EV makers are located in
Pune/Mumbai, while the max-
imum number of manufactur-
ers of EV batteries are present
in Kolkata, NTH DG Alok
Kumar Srivastava said.

Testing begins at the man-
ufacturing level, Srivastava said
and added good quality prod-
ucts can be made if testing labs
are located near the manufac-
turing units. Imported equip-
ment used in EV making can
also be tested at NTH centres.

Already, the Bureau of
Indian Standards (BIS) has
come out with performance
standards for EV batteries in
order to ensure the safety.
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Wipro Consumer Care on
Monday announced its

entry into the packaged food
and spice segment by acquiring
Nirapara, one of the largest-
selling traditional food brands
in Kerala.

The deal size was not dis-
closed by the company. The
Wipro group arm has signed a
definitive agreement with
Nirapara, a company state-
ment said.

With this acquisition,
Wipro Consumer Care joins
FMCG firms such as Dabur,
Emami, Tata Consumer
Products Ltd and ITC, which
are already present in the spices
market.

Launched in 1976,

Nirapara is known for its
blended spices. The brand leads
in producing a large variety of
spice mixes, and rice powder
used in making ‘appam’,
‘idiyappam’, etc.

“Nirapara is our 13th
acquisition and gives us a clear
foothold in the spices and
read-to-cook segment,” Wipro
Consumer Care and Lighting
and Executive Director - Wipro

Enterprises Vineet Agarwal
said.

Presently, Nirapara’s 63 per
cent business comes from
Kerala, 8 per cent from rest of
India and the remaining 29 per
cent from international mar-
kets, largely Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) countries.

Wipro Consumer Care
and Lighting and Executive
Director – Wipro Enterprises
Anil Chugh said there is a huge
opportunity in this space for
shifting consumers from unor-
ganized to organized market by
offering authentic, pure and
trusted spice mixes.

Wipro Consumer Care
and Lighting, a part of Wipro
Enterprises, is among the
fastest growing FMCG busi-
nesses in India.
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Sugar production has
increased 5 per cent to 82.1

lakh tonnes between October
1 and December 15 period of
this marketing year, while mills
have contracted to export 45-
50 lakh tonnes of sweetener,
industry body ISMA said on
Monday.

Sugar marketing year runs
from October to September.

The production of sugar
stood at 77.9 lakh tonnes in the
corresponding period of the
2021-22 marketing year.

“As per port information
and market reports, about 45-
50 lakh tonnes of contracts for
export of sugar have already
been entered into so far. Out of
that, about 6 lakh tonnes of
sugar have been physically
exported out of the country up
to 30th November,” Indian
Sugar Mills Association
(ISMA) said in a statement.

Market reports suggest
that another 8-9 lakh tonnes of
sugar is in pipeline to be
exported in December, there-
by total exports by the end of
this month could be around 15
lakh tonnes.

India exported a record
111 lakh tonnes of sugar in

2021-22 marketing year.
In November, the govern-

ment allowed export of 60
lakh tonnes of sugar in the cur-
rent (2022-23) marketing 
year.

As per the data, sugar pro-
duction in Uttar Pradesh
between October 1 and decem-
ber 15 of the current market-
ing year rose to 20.3 lakh
tonnes from 19.8 lakh tonnes
in the year-ago period. In
Maharashtra, sugar output has
increased so far to 33 lakh
tonnes from 31.9 lakh tonnes,
while the production in

Karnataka has risen to 18.9
lakh tonnes from 18.4 lakh
tonnes.

India’s total sugar produc-
tion is expected to be the high-
est ever at 410 lakh tonnes
(before diversion for ethanol)
in the 2022-23 marketing year.
Sugar diversion towards pro-
duction of ethanol is estimat-
ed to be at 45 lakh tonnes in the
current marketing year.

Hence, the net sugar pro-
duction after factoring in the
diversion is expected to be at
365 lakh tonnes in the 2022-23
marketing year. 
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The Government is expect-
ing to get Digital Personal

Data Protection Bill and
Telecommunication Bill passed
in Monsoon session of
Parliament, Union Minister
Ashwini Vaishnaw said on
Monday.

While speaking at Google
For India event, the IT and tele-
com minister said another bill
on Digital India Act will be also
floated in a month for public
consultation.

The minister said Digital
Data Protection Bill and
Telecommunication Bill would
be passed in Parliament in
July-August.

He said under
Telecommunication Bill, the
government will be coming up
with light touch regulation
with focus on user’s 
protection.
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Italian superbike maker
Ducati on Monday said it will

hike the prices of its entire
range of motorcycles in India
from January 1. 

The company, however,
did not disclose the quantum of
the hike. 

Ducati India announces
an increase in price on its
entire motorcycle range to be
effective on ex-showroom price

from January 1, 2023, the lux-
ury bike maker said in a state-
ment. 

The company has been

absorbing costs for some time
but will now have to pass on the
increase through a revision in
prices due to a substantial
increment in costs related to
raw material, production and
logistics, it added. 

The revised prices will be
applicable for all models and
variants of the bikes irrespec-
tive of dealerships across New
Delhi, Mumbai, Pune,
Bengaluru, Chennai, Kochi,
Hyderabad and Kolkata. 
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The Reserve Bank on
Monday said it has imposed

a penalty of �2.66 crore on Bank
of Bahrain & Kuwait BSC,
India operations for non-com-
pliance with directions on cyber
security framework.

In a statement, the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) said the
bank failed to implement sys-
tems to detect unusual and
unauthorised, internal or exter-
nal activities in its database.

It also failed to implement
security operations centre for
obtaining real-time/ near-real
time information and insight
into the security posture of the
bank, and enable audit logs for
database and operating system
of servers, among others, as per
the statement.

A notice was issued to the

bank asking it to show cause as
to why penalty should not be
imposed on it for failure to
comply with the directions
issued by RBI.

“After considering the
bank’s reply to the notice, oral
submissions made during per-
sonal hearing and additional
submissions made by it, RBI
came to the conclusion that the
charge of non-compliance with
the aforesaid RBI direction

was substantiated and war-
ranted imposition of monetary
penalty, to the extent of non-
compliance with such direc-
tions,” it said.

RBI also said the penalty
is based on the deficiencies in
regulatory compliance and is
not intended to pronounce
upon the validity of any trans-
action or agreement entered
into by the bank with its cus-
tomers.
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Express logistics firm DTDC
Express on Monday said it

has signed a non-binding ini-
tial pact with UAE-based
Aramex India to leverage syn-
ergies and enhance collabora-
tion across multiple avenues.

The move aims at offering
reliable and service responsive

international solutions to India-
based Business-to-Business
(B2B) and Business to
Consumer (B2C) customers,
DTDC said in a statement.

“We believe that our vast
network combined with our
technological capabilities and
the new collaboration with
Aramex will facilitate the grow-
ing distribution and logistics

requirements of India in the
global economy,” DTDC
Express Chairman and
Managing Director Subhasish
Chakraborty said. 

In addition to this, DTDC
Express aims to cross-sell
Aramex’s flagship product
through the company’s net-
work of around 14,000 cus-
tomer access points, it added. 
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The initial public offer of KFin Technologies was subscribed
55 per cent on the first day of subscription on Monday.
The initial share-sale received bids for 1,29,84,840 shares

against 2,37,75,215 shares on offer, according to NSE data.
The category meant for Qualified Institutional Buyers (QIBs)

got 91 per cent subscription, while Retail Individual Investors
(RIIs) portion was subscribed 26 per cent and non-institution-
al investors 1 per cent. The �1,500-crore Initial Public Offer (IPO)
has a price range of �347-366 a share. The company’s IPO is a
pure Offer For Sale (OFS).
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Argentina's world cup victory in
Doha after a long wait of 36

years and the memorable swan
song for Lionel Messi on football's
biggest stage on Sunday night were
celebrated in various parts of India,
with supporters of the Albiceleste
taking to the streets in blue-and-
white shirts, hailing their favourite
team's achievement.

Jubilant scenes were witnessed
in Kolkata, Kochi, Thiruvanantha-
puram, Panaji, Imphal and various
other cities and towns after 35-year-
old Messi lifted the most coveted
trophy of his career following
Argentina's 4-2 victory over France
in the penalty shootout. The game
was tied at 2-2 after the 90-minute
regulation period and at 3-3 after 30
minutes of extra-time.

However, things went awry in
Manipur when a 50-year-old
woman was killed in East Imphal
district after being hit by a stray bul-
let fired by unidentified revellers cel-
ebrating Argentina's world cup win.

The fans in Kolkata and other
parts of West Bengal burst crackers
and made rounds of their localities
in their favourite team's blue-and-
white colours with Argentina's
national flag fluttering from their
hands.

Large screens were put up at
community halls and clubs where
people turned up in good numbers
to watch the FIFA World Cup 2022
final.

Several areas of the state were
awash in blue-and-white flags as the
South American nation won the
cliffhanger.

"I only wish (Diego) Maradona
was alive to see this wonderful vic-
tory," said Sujan Dutta, one of the
numerous Argentina fans in
Kolkata.

Maradona, the late Argentine
great with whom Messi has so
often been compared, helped the
South American country become
the world champions in 1986.

Messi achieved what Maradona
did 36 years ago.

The streets of Kerala resembled
those of Argentina after the South
American nation brought curtains
down on their memorable month-
long journey in the tournament.

Old and young, children and
women -- the football-crazy people
of the southern state were out
screaming with joy, bursting fire-
crackers, shouting the name of
Messi and blowing trumpets and
horns.

The East Fort area and Vanchi-
yoor in Thiruvananthapuram, the
state capital, were crowded at mid-
night with fans wearing Argentina's

jersey.
Various parts of Kochi city also

witnessed huge celebrations.
Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan,

Leader of Opposition V D Sathee-
san, Assembly Speaker M B Rajesh,
various ministers, MLAs, filmstars,
including Mammootty and Mohan-
lal, shared their excitement over

Lionel Scaloni's side's victory.
In a Facebook post, Vijayan

congratulated Argentina on the
achievement.

"Congratulations to Argentina
who won the football World Cup.
Lionel Messi led Argentina to vic-
tory — the most precious achieve-
ment of his career," he said.

Mammootty and Mohanlal, the
two big stars of the Malayalam film
industry, were at Lusail Stadium in
Qatar to witness the title clash.

"What a Night !!! What a Game
!! Absolute Goosebumps !! Thrilled
to have witnessed probably one of
the greatest ever football match.
Congrats Argentina and magical

Messi on conquering the world. Well
Played #France and Kylian Mbappe,"
Mammootty wrote on Facebook.

Mohanlal, who also posted a
picture of himself at the stadium,
said it was a glorious final in which
two worthy opponents played their
hearts out and gave millions of foot-
ball fans a "nerve-wracking match".

However, at some places, the
celebrations led to incidents of vio-
lence, injuring many people, includ-
ing police personnel.

In Kannur district, a few people,
including a police official, were
injured in multiple incidents of
scuffles.

In Kochi, a case was registered
against five people for allegedly
attacking a civil police officer dur-
ing celebrations at the Kaloor junc-
tion.

In the Pozhiyoor area of
Thiruvananthapuram district, a
police officer was injured when a
man in an inebriated condition
attacked him during a big screen
telecast of the world cup final.

In Goa, makeshift mini projec-
tors were put up at a number of
places for the fans to watch the final.

After the match ended, a num-
ber of Argentina supporters were
seen celebrating on the streets in
various parts of the coastal state till
late at night.

Politicians, including former

deputy chief minister Vijai Sardesai
and Congress MLA Altone D'Costa,
were seen supporting Scaloni's side
as they watched the final along with
their fans, wearing the jersey of their
favourite team.

After the match, Chief Minister
Pramod Sawant tweeted: "Congratu-
lations Argentina! Goan football
fans witnessed one of the most
thrilling #FIFAWorldCup Final!"

In an unfortunate turn of events,
a 50-year-old woman was killed at
the Singjamei Wangma Bheigapati
locality in Manipur's Imphal East
district after a stray bullet fired by
unidentified revellers hit her, police
said.

The incident took place around
11.30 pm on Sunday.

The family members of the
deceased said sounds of loud fire-
crackers and gunshots reverberated
as frenzied celebrations broke out
after the match.

Two bullet holes were found on
the first floor of the woman's resi-
dence, which is built with gal-
vanised iron sheets, a senior police
officer said.

"While one bullet struck her on
the back, another went through the
GI sheets," he added.

The family members have said
they would not perform the last rites
unless the culprits are identified and
arrested.
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Lionel Messi is not ready to walk
away from Argentina yet, despite
ending his pursuit of a World Cup

winner's medal.
The soccer great secured the one

major trophy that has eluded him in his
storied career as Argentina beat France
4-2 on penalties in the final at Lusail
Stadium on Sunday.

The match finished 3-3 through
extra time with Messi scoring twice and
converting his penalty in the shootout.

At 35, this is likely his last appear-
ance in football's biggest tournament, but
he confirmed after the match that he
intends to play on.

“Obviously, I wanted to complete my
career with this, (I) can't ask for more,”
Messi said.

"Finishing my career this way is
impressive. After this, what else? I have
a Copa América, a World Cup. Almost
at the very end.

"I love soccer, what I do. I enjoy being
part of the national team, the group. I
want to enjoy a couple of more match-
es being a world champion.”

Messi has won the Ballon d'Or
award for the best player in the world on
seven occasions.

He has also won the Champions
League four times with former club Bar-
celona, but the World Cup is the biggest
prize in the sport.

“If he wants to keep playing, he can
be with us, he is more than entitled to
decide if he wants to stay with us,”
Argentina coach Lionel Scaloni said. “It's
a huge pleasure to coach him, everything
that he transmits to his team is unpar-
alleled. It's something I've never seen
before.”

Messi put Argentina ahead from the
penalty spot and played a part in Angel
Di Maria's goal that made it 2-0 after 36
minutes.

Mbappé scored two goals in a 97-
second span to take the game to extra
time,

Messi put Argentina back in front in
the 108th minute, but Mbappe's penal-
ty in the 118th saw the Paris Saint-
Germain star complete the first hat trick
in a World Cup final in 56 years.

“It's just crazy that it became a real-
ity this way. I craved for this so much. I
knew God would bring this gift to me,
I had the feeling that this (World Cup)
was the one," Messi said.
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Forty-eight teams, three host
countries, and potentially

more than 100 games.
After successfully staging

the most compact World Cup
in history, FIFA is now prepar-
ing to organise the biggest.

The dust had barely settled
on Sunday's World Cup final
before attention turned to the
gargantuan figure of 2026
looming on the horizon.

For the first time, football's
greatest tournament will be
held across three host nations
— the United States, Canada
and Mexico.

The tournament will
notably see an expansion to 48
teams, up from the current 32-
team format that has been in
place since 1998, and double
the number of teams that took
part in the last World Cup held
on US or Mexican soil.

The enlarged competition
represents a triumph for FIFA
president Gianni Infantino,
who made expanding the
World Cup a priority after tak-
ing over as world football's
supremo in 2016.

The 16-team increase
marks the biggest expansion in
the World Cup's evolution.

From 13 teams at the inau-
gural tournament in 1930, the
finals remained a 16-team
event from 1934 to 1978,
before increasing to 24 in
1982. The biggest beneficiaries
of the expansion to 48 teams
will be Africa and Asia.

Under the new format,
Africa will receive nine quali-
fying slots for the finals (com-
pared to five previously) while
Asia will nearly double to
eight (from 4.5 slots). Oceania,
traditionally forced to compete
for a World Cup place via a
playoff, will receive an auto-
matic qualifying berth.

"For us Africans, it's heav-
en sent," said former Nigeria
international Sunday Oliseh.

"I have always thought
(Africa) should send more
representatives — the more
time you play, the more your
chances are.

"It's a continent of over a
billion people. My country is
200 million people.

"For us it's fascinating to
see a bigger, larger World
Cup."

The expanded African
contingent is welcome news for
some of the region's power-
houses. Egypt, Algeria and
Nigeria were all squeezed out
of the Qatar finals during

qualifiers.
Europe's representation

will also be boosted, up to 16
teams from 13, while South
America increases from 4.5
qualifying places to six.

With Canada, United
States and Mexico qualifying as
hosts, CONCACAF will have
a further three spots, for a total
of six teams from the region.

Two additional places will
be decided by playoff.

What this expansion
means for the tournament for-
mat remains to be seen.

FIFA initially indicated
that it favoured 16 groups of
three teams, with the top two
in each group advancing to a
32-team knockout stage.

But the success of the
four-team group first phase in
Qatar — where several groups
went down to the wire -- has
prompted a rethink.

Infantino told reporters
on Friday that FIFA now plans
to "revisit" the three-team
group format.

The likeliest 2026 scenario
is 12 groups of four, with the
top two teams advancing to the
knockout rounds along with
the eight best third-place fin-
ishers.

That format however
would mean 104 matches —
up from the 64 in Qatar —
while a team reaching the
final would be required to
play eight games.

The number of venues for
the finals will double, from
eight stadiums in Qatar to 16.

Eleven venues will be in
the US, with three in Mexico
and two in Canada.

All of the US games are
taking place in venues used by
NFL teams, with stadiums
such as the $5 billion SoFi
Stadium in Los Angeles and
the New York Giants’ 82,000-
seater MetLife Stadium in East
Rutherford tipped to host the
final.

The bulk of the games —
including all matches from
the knockout rounds onwards
— will be held in the United
States.

Given the geographical
spread of the tournament,
FIFA is studying basing the
teams in regional clusters to
minimise travel.

"When you're dealing with
such a large region as North
America we need to care about
the fans and make sure that
teams are playing in clusters,
that fans and teams don't have
to travel crazy distances,"
Infantino said earlier this year.

The Mirror called him the
GOAT – "greatest of all time" – while
The Sun said the World Cup was "In
the Hand of God", a cheeky refer-
ence to Maradona's infamous goal
against England in the 1986 tourna-
ment.

In Germany, the Sueddeutsche
Zeitung also played on that reference
with the headline "The foot of God"
for Messi.

It called the Argentina-France
showdown "the most exciting final"
in World Cup history, while the daily
Tagesspiegel said it showcased "two
exceptional talents".

Even in Brazil — an intense rival
— the O Globo newspaper paid trib-
ute to Messi, saying football had
"paid its debt" to its biggest star.

In the United States, which will
host the next World Cup with
Canada and Mexico, a report in The
Washington Post said Messi was
finally rewarded in an "immortal"
final.

Spain's El Pais newspaper said
Messi had been "crowned in the final
of finals".

And in Asia, where Messi has
legions of fans, Indian newspaper
The Hindu said his Argentina team
had kept their "date with destiny",
while South Korean daily Hankook
Ilbo called him a "god of football".
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In the wake of Argentina’s World
Cup victory, world media praised

the “heroic” efforts of French star
Mbappé and ran out of superlatives
for Lionel Messi, crowned as the
“god of football”.

The thrilling penalty-shootout
win over France gave La Albiceleste
their first World Cup since nation-
al hero Diego Maradona guided
them to the 1986 title.

And it sparked an explosion of
joy in Argentina, where the media
saluted the nation's latest generation
of World Cup heroes and their tal-
isman Messi.

Images of him holding the tro-
phy aloft and the team's celebrations
adorned news websites and social
media feeds in Argentina.

Messi's Argentina had won "the
greatest final in history", said the
daily La Nacion, while Clarin
described it as an "unforgettable"
match.

The sports daily Ole's homepage
was splashed with: "We are world
champions!"

The final was billed as a titanic
showdown between Messi and
French superstar Kylian Mbappé,
and it did not disappoint.

While Messi scored twice to put

Argentina in the lead, Mbappé
inspired the French fightback with
a hat-trick to take the final to
penalties.

"Head held high," read the
headline on the front page of French
sports daily L'Équipe, the text
imposed on an image of Mbappé
holding his Golden Boot prize as he
walked past the World Cup trophy.

"Legendary," said the front page
of the daily Libération, with photos
of both Messi and Mbappé, while Le
Figaro described the French star's
efforts as "heroic".
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Messi had cemented his place

long ago among the greatest of all
time, but the football world was
abuzz ahead of the final with the
prospect of the fleet-footed magician
crowning his glittering career with
the World Cup – the one major tro-
phy he had never won.

And with Argentina's win on
Sunday, the debate about his stature
in the history of the sport was set-
tled for most.

In Britain, The Times said on its
front page that Messi had won the
"battle of modern maestros in great-
est final". On the front page of its
sports section, it described him as,
simply, "The Greatest".
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MESSI PLANS TO PLAY ON FOR ARGENTINA
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Ballon D'Or winner Karim Benzema
announced he was ending his

international career on Monday, the
day after France lost in the World Cup
final to Argentina.

"I made the effort and the mistakes
it took to be where I am today and I'm
proud of it! I wrote my story and ours
ends," Benzema, 35, wrote on Twitter.

Benzema, who scored 37 goals for
France in 97 appearances, had to
withdraw from France's World Cup
squad before their first match due to
a left thigh injury.

The Real Madrid player, who
won the Ballon d'Or award in October,
had been desperate to feature in Qatar

having not been selected when France
won the World Cup in Russia four
years ago.

He was frozen out of the France
team for five and a half years because
of his involvement in a blackmail scan-
dal over a sextape involving his former
teammate Mathieu Valbuena.

In a trial last year he was handed
a one-year suspended prison sen-
tence and fined 75,000 euros ($79,500).

For the Qatar World Cup, coach
Didier Deschamps opted not to call up
a replacement and France still had
depth in their squad, particularly in an
attack led by 23-year-old Kylian
Mbappe.

Paris Saint-Germain forward
Mbappe won the World Cup Golden

Boot award with eight goals, includ-
ing a hat-trick in Sunday's penalty
shootout defeat by Argentina follow-
ing a 3-3 draw at the end of extra time.

Didier Deschamps said he would
wait before deciding whether to remain
as coach of France in the wake of their
World Cup final defeat, but the future
prospects remain bright for a side
brimming with young talent and led
by Kylian Mbappe.

Deschamps was hoping to lead the
2018 world champions to back-to-back
titles in Qatar, and they came agonis-
ingly close, losing the final to Argentina
on penalties following a thrilling 3-3
draw after extra time.

The shoot-out defeat prevented
Deschamps — who captained Les

Bleus to glory in 1998 — from becom-
ing the first coach to win the World
Cup twice since Vittorio Pozzo in the
1930s.

The 54-year-old, in charge since
2012, is now out of contract but
French Football Federation President
Noel Le Graet had said Deschamps
would be offered new terms if he
reached the semi-finals.

Asked whether the result of the
final would influence a decision on his
future, Deschamps said: "Even with a
different result I would not have given
an answer today."

"Obviously I am very sad. I will
have a meeting with the president at
the start of the new year and you will
know after that," he added.
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Renuka Singh, the team's go to
bowler in the last six months and
rookie left-arm pacer Anjali Sarvani,
have only delivered in patches.

To be fair to the bowlers, the
high-scoring wickets in the series
have only made their task tougher.

Chasing 189 in the previous
game, India fell only seven runs short
but with their gallant effort, they dis-
played the ability to gun down any
total on their day.

Australia, on the other hand, will
be aiming to end the series on a win-
ning note.

Vice-captain Tahlia McGrath
confirmed on the eve of the game
that skipper Alyssa Healy will not be
fit in time for the final. Healy retired
hurt on 30 in the fourth T20 with a
leg injury.

While opener Beth Mooney
remains the leading run-scorer in the
series, Perry has shown menacing
form and could well surpass the fel-
low Australian following two consec-
utive 70 plus scores. McGrath will
continue to lead the side.

Spinner Ashleigh Gardner, who
also made a match-winning contri-
bution with the bat in the previous
game, has been the team's leading
wicket-taker with five scalps at a fru-
gal economy rate of 7.71 runs per
over.
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Australia: Alyssa Healy (c), Tahlia
McGrath (vc), Darcie Brown, Nicola
Carey, Ashleigh Gardner, Kim Garth,
Heather Graham, Grace Harris, Jess
Jonassen, Alana King, Phoebe
Litchfield, Beth Mooney, Ellyse
Perry, Megan Schutt and Annabel
Sutherland.
India: Harmanpreet Kaur (c), Smriti
Mandhana (vc), Shafali Verma,
Yastika Bhatia, Jemimah Rodrigues,
Deepti Sharma, Radha Yadav,
Rajeshwari Gayakwad, Renuka
Singh Thakur, Meghna Singh, Anjali
Sarvani, Devika Vaidya, S Meghana,
Richa Ghosh and Harleen Deol.
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Having stretched the mighty
Australia in every game of
the series, India will be look-

ing to learn from their mistakes and
seize the crucial moments in the fifth
and final women's T20 here on
Tuesday.

India have pushed Australia to
the limit but, barring the sensation-
al super over win, have failed to land
the killer blow, be it with the bat or
ball.

The champion outfit that
Australia are, they have found a way
to bounce back after being put
under pressure by the Indians.

Australia's top-order did the
job in the first two games but India
managed to get rid of them cheap-
ly in the next couple of matches only
for the Ellyse Perry-led middle
order to take the game away from
them.

Ahead of the T20 World Cup in
South Africa in February, the
Australia series has served India well
in their preparations for the ICC
event.

The reigning champions have
exposed the areas that India must
improve on, whether it is the high
dot ball ratio, their fielding or the lack
of firepower in the bowling depart-
ment.

Shafali Verma, who will lead
India in the inaugural U-19 World
Cup next month, needs to comple-
ment her explosive game with strike
rotation. Jemimah Rodrigues once
again finds herself in a situation
where she would be playing to save
her place in the XI after four failures.

India have found a much-need-
ed finisher in the young Richa
Ghosh but skipper Harmanpreet
Kaur could do with more support in
the middle order.

On the bowling front, spinner
Deepti Sharma is the only one who
has taken wickets regularly, five in
total.
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Bangladesh's fast-bowling coach Allan Donald
has credited Sridharan Sriram and Shrinivas

Chandrasekaran for helping their struggling
pacer Mustafizur Rahman get back his lost sting
and play a key role in their ODI series win over
India. The Indian duo of Sriram and Shrinivas,
currently serving as the Bangladesh T20 coach and
performance analyst respectively, worked with the
pacer to identify his mistakes.

"Sriram and Shrinivas spotted that in the
release point of his slower ball, his palm was fac-
ing the batter," Donald told ESPNCricinfo on the
sidelines of the opening Test that India won by
188 runs.

"It needed to be more side-on so that the palm
was facing the off side on his point of release. He
bowled a lot of overs to get that ball to come out
softer and with a bit more bite. He worked real-
ly hard on nailing yorkers.

The 27-year-old, who is the most experienced
among the Bangladesh pace battery, has been
under pressure to deliver.

"He is a class act. When we needed a guy to
step up against a world-class player in Rohit
Sharma, Fizz came to the party and produced a
great yorker to win the series for us. I love work-
ing with him. Mustafiz has been around the world.
You write him off at your own peril. I know how
hard he is working right now."

Having joined the side in March, Donald has
overseen a rise in Bangladesh's pace bowling, after
they relied on spinners for years. They started to
turn it around with Courtney Walsh at helm, fol-
lowed by Ottis Gibson.

The South African great took it from there
as the Bangladesh bowlers reached the mark of
167 wickets for the year, their best across formats
in a calendar year in over two decades of playing
international cricket.

Ebadot Hossain's six-wicket haul paved the
way for their historic Test win in Mount
Maunganui, while they won an ODI series in
South Africa where Taskin Ahmed was adjudged
the Player of the Series.

"I coach mindset. I can be technical if I want
to, but at this level, you can have the best plans
in the world, but you must have the desire and
the mongrel in your belly, you won't get past any-
one.

"I think slowly but surely we are starting to
see this growing in this group. This excites me,"
the 56-year-old said.

Terming the growth as significant, Donald
said: "I have taken out the fear factor of making
mistakes... I say it almost every day: don't worry
about what I think sitting in the stands.

"I have been there. I have experienced your
heartaches and mistakes. It is absolutely okay to
make mistakes, as long as we give it a 100% crack
out there. It doesn't matter if you go for six."

Changing the "conservative approach" has
been the key, he said. The second and final Test
against India begins at Mirpur from Thursday.
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Legspinner Rehan Ahmed
became the youngest men's

Test cricketer to claim a five-
wicket haul on his debut and put
England on the brink of a his-
toric 3-0 sweep in its first Test
tour to Pakistan in 17 years.

Pakistan's batters crumbled
for 216 in the second innings of
the third and final Test as the 18-
year-old Ahmed grabbed 5-48
and Jack Leach (3-72) claimed
all three of his wickets in the
space of six deliveries on Day 3
to leave England a modest tar-
get of 167 runs.

Ben Duckett (50 not out)
and Zak Crawley (41) motored
England to 112-2 by stumps
with their aggressive “Bazball”
brand of batting — named after
their coach Brendon McCullum.

England needs a further 55
runs to register its second suc-
cessive win inside four days fol-
lowing its thrilling 26-run vic-
tory at Multan last week.
England won the first Test by 74
runs in dimming light on the last
day on a flat wicket in Rawal-
pindi.

Crawley and Duckett plun-
dered 87 runs off 69 balls before
mystery spinner Abrar Ahmed
grabbed two late wickets.
Crawley was adjudged leg before
wicket while attempting a sweep
and Rehan Ahmed (10), pro-
moted up the order, smacked
two boundaries before he swi-
ped and got clean bowled.

Harry Brook's third succes-
sive century had given England
a 50-run first innings lead when
it replied with 354 after dismiss-

ing Pakistan for 304, with
Ahmed and Leach sharing six
wickets between them.

Pakistan, staring at its first
ever 3-0 whitewash at home, 
lost the last seven wickets for 52
runs in the second innings as
Ahmed stifled the middle-order
with his sharp googlies and
legspin.

Captain Babar Azam (54)
hit his third half century in the
last four innings and Saud
Shakeel (53) made his fourth
fifty in his debut series before
Ahmed left the lower order
clueless on a wicket which has
a variable bounce and slow turn
from Day 1.

Babar and Shakeel had

rebuilt Pakistan's hopes with a
110-run stand before both fell
late in the second session to
Ahmed.

Babar became the fourth
Test player to complete 1,000
runs this year, but played an
overambitious pull against
Ahmed's short ball soon after
completing his half century and
Ollie Pope held a sharp catch at
short mid-wicket.

Ahmed, who also became
the youngest England Test debu-
tant at the age of 18 years, 126
days, then picked up the wick-
ets of Mohammad Rizwan (7)
and Shakeel in successive overs
to seize complete control as
Pakistan reached 177-6 at tea.
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Pakistan captain Babar
Azam stayed off the field

in the first hour of the second
day of the third Test against
England, apparently to protest
against intrusive security mea-
sures for the players and their
families.

According to media re-
ports Babar was angry when
he was stopped from going
out with some other members
of the team and their families
for dinner on Saturday night
from the team hotel.

Babar had planned to go
out to dinner with Sarfaraz
Ahmed, Azhar Ali, Shan
Masood, and Imam-ul-Haq
with their families at a local
restaurant.

But when he came down
from his hotel room, the
security personnel stopped
him from going outside mak-
ing it clear that he and other
players had to seek prior
clearance about their move-
ments as the two teams are
being provided President level
security for the series against
England.

The captain was not
happy with the security mea-
sures and termed them as
intrusive after a heated argu-
ment with a senior official and
went back to his room in a

huff.
Reports say that he, on

Sunday, didn't come out to
lead the team for one hour
and remained in the dressing
room to protest the behaviour
of the security personnel.

The Pakistan Cricket
Board (PCB) for its part has
largely remained silent on
the incident but the official
version given out is that Babar
had a severe headache when
he came to the ground which
is why he couldn't come onto
the field in the first hour.

Pakistan and England are
both being provided President
level security for the series as
the PCB is not willing to take
any chances, given that
England is touring Pakistan
for a Test series after 17 years.

But insiders say the play-
ers have now become fed-up
with the round-the-clock
security around them which
does not allow them to go out
of the team hotel without
prior permission and clear-
ance.

"It is for their own good
and Pakistan cricket," one
PCB source.

Sources close to the play-
ers say that while security for
the visiting side is under-
standable why should the
Pakistani players be subject-
ed to such strict measures.
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New Zealand skipper Kane William-
son and head coach Gary Stead will

miss the white-ball tour of India, start-
ing next month, as part of their workload
management.

New Zealand Cricket (NZC) have
named split ODI squads for the away
series against Pakistan, which begins on
January 10, and India, scheduled to start
on January 18.

Newly-appointed Test captain Tim
Southee will also return home after the
Pakistan tour to prepare for the home Test
series against England in February.

In Wiliamson and Stead's absence,
Tom Latham will lead the Kiwis while
batting coach Luke Ronchi will serve as
the head coach in the three-match ODI
series against India.

Ronchi will also be in charge as the
head coach for the T20 series in India,
the squad for which will be announced
on January 9. He will be assisted by for-
mer New Zealand women coach Bob
Carter and former spinner Paul
Wiseman.

All-rounder Mark Chapman and
pacer Jacob Duffy will replace
Williamson and Southee in the squad for
the India tour.

In-form pace bowling all-rounder
Henry Shipley has been handed a maid-
en call-up after impressing in the domes-
tic circuit. He has been named in both
squads.

The tall (1.96m) right-arm pacer and
middle order power batter was the lead-
ing wicket-taker in last season's Super
Smash.

"Henry's an exciting talent who
we've had our eye on for a while," New
Zealand selector Gavin Larsen said.

"He's taken his game to another level
in the past 12 months, and we're delight-
ed to see his progression given how valu-
able genuine all-rounders are in any crick-
et team," he added.

Legspinner Ish Sodhi and batter
Henry Nicholls, who had been omitted
for the squad for the home ODI series
against India, have also been named in
the both squads.

Meanwhile, pacer Kyle Jamieson
still remains unavailable for selection as

he recovers from a back injury. He last
played for New Zealand in June.

Larsen said the two ODI series will
help prepare for the 50-over World Cup
in India next year.

"This is a great opportunity to take
on two quality white-ball sides in sub-
continental conditions. It's going to be
tough cricket against world-class oppo-
sition which should prove a real test of
a player's skill and temperament.

"With the one-day World Cup less
than a year away in India, it's the perfect
time to be playing these sides at home as
we look to nail down our game-plans, and
understand the different situations and
conditions we may encounter."
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For India: Tom Latham (c), Finn Allen,
Michael Bracewell, Mark Chapman,
Devon Conway,Jacob Duffy, Lockie
Ferguson, Matt Henry, Adam Milne,
Daryl Mitchell, Henry Nicholls, Glenn
Phillips, Mitchell Santner, Henry Shipley
and Ish Sodhi.
For Pakistan: Kane Williamson (c),
Tom Latham, Finn Allen, Michael Brace-
well, Devon Conway, Lockie Ferguson,
Matt Henry, Adam Milne, Daryl Mitchell,
Henry Nicholls, Glenn Phillips, Mitchell
Santner, Henry Shipley, Ish Sodhi and
Tim Southee.
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Former Australian all-rounder
Simon O'Donnell feels open-

ing batter David Warner isn't the
Test player he used to be till
about two years back and the 36-
year-old should consider retire-
ment from the game's longest
format.

Warner was out for duck
and scored just three runs in the
first Test against South Africa at
Brisbane, which the hosts won
by six wickets inside two days.

Warner last scored a Test
century in January 2020 and
prior to the first Test against the
Proteas he had scores of 5, 48, 21,

28 in the four innings this sum-
mer. "I think he'd (Warner) be
contemplating and possibly
should (retire) at the end of the
Sydney Test (third game against
the Proteas from Jan 4-8, 2023),"
O'Donnell was quoted as saying
by SEN on Monday.

"We're not talking about
David Warner in the last few
innings, we're talking about
David Warner in the last two
years, he hasn't been the same
player he was prior to then. That
indicates to me that if David
found form again, it's not going
to be for long.

"We actually have a sample
area over a long period of time
where things haven't been up to
standard."

The 59-year-old O'Donnell,
however, felt Warner still has
plenty of white-ball cricket left
in him. "It's time for him to
clearly consider (retirement
from Test cricket). He'll still play
white-ball cricket for a period of
time in my opinion."
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Australia and South Africa
players will wear wide-

brim floppy hats during the
national anthems at the Boxing
Day Test to honour spin legend
Shane Warne. The Boxing Day
contest at the MCG will be the
first Test match at Warne's
home ground, which saw him
claim his 700th Test wicket in
his final appearance at the
venue during the 2006 Ashes,
since his death in March.

Cricket Australia (CA)
has planned a range of tributes
during the second Test, includ-
ing a pre-match ceremony
that will acknowledge the sig-
nificance of the MCG in
Warne's life and career.
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India skipper Rohit Sharma is
unlikely to feature in the sec-

ond and final Test against
Bangladesh, beginning here on
Thursday, as he has not yet fully
recovered from a thumb injury
he suffered in the preceding ODI
series.

Rohit had hurt his left
thumb while fielding in the
second ODI against Bangladesh
on December 7. India had lost
the ODI series 1-2.

India won the first Test by
188 runs in Chattogram with K
L Rahul leading the team in
Rohit's absence.

Rohit had travelled back to
Mumbai to see a specialist fol-
lowing his injury.

"He is yet to travel to Dhaka
for the second Test. His webbing

is sore and there is still some
pain. It is unlikely that he will
play," a BCCI source told PTI.

India will be pressing for
another win as they aim to
reach their second straight
World Test Championship final.

After the win on Sunday,
Rahul had said that it would take
a day or two to get the final word
on Rohit's fitness and availabil-
ity.

"About Rohit, we may be
able to know (his status) in the
next day or two, even I am not
aware of it," Rahul had said at the
post-match press conference.

India have a busy home sea-
son lined up with Sri Lanka and
New Zealand touring for a lim-
ited overs series next month.

The all important four Test
series against Australia takes
place in February and March.
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